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Feedback
1.

Excerpts from Sam~el Goldstein's review in CALL (current awareness--library literature),
V. 2' no. 6 (No;·.inec:~-1973), p. 2:
I happened to be in library school during the period when Lubetzky and others
were revising the Anglo-American cataloging code. For most of my academic
career, my cataloging teacher, herself a member of the ALA Catalog Code Revision
Committee, kept me mired in the production of properly indented 3 x 5 cards that
showed the infinite variety of ways in which Salvador de Madariaga's name could
be permuted. Suddenly, however, perhaps perceiving those latent qualities that
have made mine a household name among the librarians of Uzbekistan, she made me
privy to the working papers and some of the private correspondence of the "revisionists". For me, a wondrous new world opened, a world of theory, intellect,
subtlety, and even basic human passions that I had never dreamed existed in
librarianship. It was, if you will forgive my using such a term for a libraryrelated setting,"a happening". Recently, I have been getting a similar feeling
from the Cataloging Bulletin issued by the Cataloging Section of the Technical
Services Division of the Hennepin County Library ... a melange of goodies to warm
the dormant hearts of cataloging AND reference types everywhere ..•
Take the most recent issue that I have seen (no. 4, November 21, 1973), for
example. It begins with a "Feedback"
.'.:-~.
- · -it editorial
types call a "Letters" section. Some
r-=,=,.,,.__
~1!"1'i$isa he Bulletin
and/or express their writer's gratitu
vu---~~:.;!;.:~:_:~i
Others
have more genuinely "feedbackish" qua
• • • F"-, ._,,_
,.

, .:~~ C:r'"c• '£

The letter--oops--feedback section is£
wed by new;~~f r~nt
loging Section
ted to a reactivities. In the November 21st issu, uch of ~f!,P~ion is
counting of matters discussed during a
ting with 'M~·Y(a surp
ngly formal
11
touch, I thought) Marvin H. Scilken,
ting consJJJ:14t, Direc r f the Orange
(N.J.) Public Library, and editor of
nabashed Librarian."
ud ing from the
remarks attributed to him, Mr. Scilke mi-=---~ o be depicted as
efender of
k-bedecked
the faith ("a book catalog is not 'Go 's gift'L.J_e·
1
challenger to Hillis Griffin's would-be whi e
so willingly the 'siren song' of LC proofs and MARC tapes ,
a Machiavellian
monument to martyrdom-rejection ("a library cannot afford to draw attention to
itself in a way that will offend the general community and might endanger its
budget"). If these remarks and attendant discussion convey the flavor of the
meeting, you will have some idea of the kinds of peripheral benefit that crop
up again and again in this unstaid cataloging bulletin.
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A regular feature is a listing of new and revised HCL "subject-forms" ...
Many of the listed items reflect HCL's intelligent and thought-provoking concern
with the sexist, racist, Eurocentric, and other prejudicial aspects of numerous
traditional subject headings; all are ostensibly designed to facilitate patron
use of the Library's book catalog. I have to admit, as an incorrigible reprobate,
that sometimes I do not approach individual items with the proper spirit. When I
saw WIVES OF TRANSVESTITES I could not avoid thinking that "Wives of transvestites
all remind us, we can make our wives sublime, and departing, leave behind us,
clothing that will blow their mind." Mostly, however, I take this section as
seriously as it is intended, with its assaults on the racist likes of the YELLOW
PERIL and the JEWISH QUESTION, the Eurocentric nomenclature for Amerindian,
African, and Asian peoples, the sexist distinctions that invariably grant precedence and priority to the male, the value judgments implicit in SEXUAL PERVERSION,
and so on. Often it is possible to quarrel with the remedy offered, or to question
the usefulness to the patron of particular entries, but in this case, to quarrel is
to think, and who can ask for more from any periodical?
Another genuine gem is the "Select Current Bibliography" section. This is an
annotated listing of books, reports, periodical articles, and other materials
dealing with cataloging and "cataloging-related" subjects (broadly interpreted
to include, for example, such topics as "The racist use of the English language").
The annotations are often 'mini-reviews" as stimulating as--if not more so than-anything you will encounter elsewhere in the library literature.
To put it all into perspective, even though the Cataloging Bulletin is essentially
an internal organ directed first and foremost to the concerns of the Hennepin County
Library and its patrons, it is, in its entirety, a general forum for the interplay
and exchange of ideas, a meeting-place for the technical requirements of technical
services and the human requirements of social responsibility. That combination
makes the Bulletin an extremely desirable desideratum for any kind of library
anywhere.
2.

From Monica Manning, Cataloging Section, HCL (2-1):
iThe cataloging bulletins are a joy that inspire my thoughts. One thought which
~has always stunned me is this: women have been raped even of our own bloody
~cycles. MENSTRUATION, huh, should be WOMENSTRUATION, WOMEN CYCLES, FEMALE
~ STRUATIONS, or WOMEN--BLEEDING.
I know there's always OVULATION, but ...
In this instance (for a change), the "rape" is more apparent than real. For the
disputed term comes from the Latin mensis, meaning month; hence "menstruation"=
monthly discharge. Despite its prima facie male-ness, the word is not deliberately
nor etymologically connected with "men." What produces this sort of confusion are
the eclectric origins of the English language itself, "man/men" being of essentially
Teutonic or Anglo-Saxon derivation, while the "men" in "mensual" (monthly) and
"menstruation"--wholly unrelated to male persons--entered the lexicon through Latin,
with a heavy assist from Greek (in which mene signified "moon"). The foregoing explanatior, although it hopefully removes any suspicions regarding "sexist" overtones
or intent, doesn't altogether satisfy the implicit criticism about suitable access
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to material on the subject. In fact, the LC scheme currently fails to associate
MENSTRUATION with OVULATION, WOMEN'S CYCLES, etc. Worse, MENSTRUATION per~
appears nowhere in the 10th ed. of Sears list of subject headings (1972). To
somewhat correct the situation at HCL, we have just introduced these crossreferences:
l)cYCLES, MENSTRUAL.
!;FEMALE CYCLES.
l)ovULATION.

see MENSTRUATION.

see MENOPAUSE, MENSTRUATION.

see also MENSTRUATION.

!;PERIODS, MENSTRUAL.
l)woMEN'S CYCLES.

see MENSTRUATION.

see MENOPAUSE, MENSTRUATION.

3.

From £.~.~.~.!.~.:S. . .§. :,. ,,,.~}J;/2;!;},.~,;J;,,;J,,,~ Assistant Librarian, Readers' Services, Benjamin F. Feinberg
Library, State University College of Arts and Science, Paattsburgh, New York 12901
( 2-4):

Don't be reluctant about the new subscription rate, at twice the charge your
publication would be bargain, but please don't increase the price! My personal
subscription has gone out under separate cover this morning because I would hate
to miss even one issue. You are doing a wonderful job.
I would like to congratulate you for including the section on "Black" subject
headings [#5, p. 25-8]. I would like to have seen Mr. Wedgeworth's response
to the original letter, but your letter and Dr. Josey's were most encouraging.
It was also heartening to see such concern expressed by some one outside the
library profession.
Thus you may see that the fifth issue was a very welcome item, but after reading
it from cover to cover I was left with a few questions concerning some of the
heads you have established. I appreciate your effort to do away with sexism,
but why does the male term still come first in "Actors and Actresses" (p.7)?
But you still seem much better than L.C. As an alternative to "Actors and
Actresses," I was going to mention "Entertainers." I checked the head in L.C.
and found it with an SA to "Actors." There was no mention of "Actresses"
among the SA-references. In the Jan./Dec. 1971 Supplement to the LCSH 7th
edition, "Entertainers, Women" was created - this time with no heading for
"Entertainers, Men."
In this case I would suggest that L.C. restructure their "Actor" and "Actresses"
heads along the lines you have done, then under "Entertainers" change the SA to
read "Actors and Actresses." I would think the least they should do is to add
"Actresses" as a SA under "Entertainers."
On page 13 [#5] you have established "Heroes and Heroines, Apache," again male
before female! But my question is: wouldn't "Heroic Persons or People" do away
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with the problem of which comes first?
Now for a series of Quickies:
--You establish "Criminals, Women" on p. 11. Do you also have
"Criminals, Men" in your catalog?
P.S. Glad you got rid of "Delinquent Women."
--You establish "Prisoners, Women" and "Prisons for Women."
Do you have corresponding entries for men?
That's all I noticed so far.

Keep up the good work.

Peace.

The admittedly "neutral" ENTERTAINERS may seem an honorable way out of the gendermorass, except that it's too broad in compass to be accurately applied to works
otherwise assigned the rubric ACTORS AND ACTRESSES, which ordinarily connotes
more specifically dramatic performers. Material on "Show Biz" personalities-particularly nightclub, TV, and variety artists--is more likely to be sought under
ENTERTAINERS, while to most catalog-users ACTORS AND ACTRESSES is probably the
natural and expected heading for items like T. Cole's Actors~ acting (1970)
and B. K. Marinacci's Leading ladies (1961). Regarding priority--i.e., whether
Actors or Actresses, Heroes or Heroines, should begin the phrase-form--the reply
must be that reversing the traditional "male-first" order would certainly represent
a kind of semantic compensation, but really doesn't warrant much worry nor anxiety
since the compound-forms themselves establish a clearcut parity without damaging
or losing "traditional" access-points (e.g., HEROES, ACTORS). Also, while granting
that HEROIC PERSONS or HEROIC PEOPLE would, in that unique instance, eliminate the
"which comes first" problem, another would arise: that of awkwardness and inflexibility. Either form, e.g., militates against the creation of inverted, adjectival
constructions. The cited "Apache" heading, when so reformed, would result in
HEROIC PERSONS (or HEROIC PEOPLE), APACHE. Not impossible, yet not a remarkable
improvement, either, especially if one considers the necessarily-generated crossreference: "Apache heroic people." The frank answer to both "Quickies" is, at
this juncture: No, but we intend to institute "corresponding entries" at the
earliest opportunity. (Suggestions re individual titles to be so tabbed will be
gratefully received.)
4.

From Don Slater, Homosexual Information Center, 3473½ Cahuenga Boulevard, Hollywood,
California (2-5):
tI did not intend to make reply to your Bulletin
!to send them -- most educational. I am content
;sense assess the situation. Like Dr. Spock who
+that he was wrong, the gay lib fad will one day

#5. I do hope you will continue
to let time and ultimate good
now concedes, though all popular,
be re-evaluated.

5.

From ~J.~.:Ssl:. .,. 9.,..:,......:!.~.S~.~. :?..~. ? Assoc. Prof. of Library Science, Kent State University, Kent,
Ohio 44242 (2-7):
§Your Cataloging Bulletin has certainly enlivened some of our. recent class sessions
Eon subject headings in our Intermediate Cataloging course. It has helped students
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:to understand how much real thinking and knowledge go into those assignments of
~headings and to attach more value to the implications they might have for users.
6.

From Rudy Johnson, 709 N 17th Ave. E, Duluth, Minnesota 55812 (2-27):
I've enjoyed your BULLETIN ... [whichJ sensitizes us to ... [catalogingJ problems.
And some day it will all come true, [particularly] if local people press demands
for such changes.
May I call your attention to another derogatory subject heading? I'm concerned
about "Lapps", which is my own ethnic background. People we have called "Lapps"
in English call themselves sab'me, which translates into English as "Same" or
"Saame"; I prefel'\. the latter spelling. It isn't certain what "Lapps" means,
possibly "ragged or patched," but in any case, the Saame don't like it.
Curiously, LC has a heading "Saam language. See Lappish language" [7th ed.,
p.1124]. It should be "Saamish language," with a cross reference from "Lappish
language." Sab'me is spelled in English in various ways, and is gaining scholarly
recognition; I prefer the spelling "Saame" because thiij, helps the pronunciation.
By the way, Lapland is OK. This is a province in Sweden, and there is also a
province in Finland with that name. A Laplander is one who comes from this
province, and in most cases he wouldn't be a Saame.
Tacitus called the Saame "fenni" and the Saga literature refers to them as
"finns". They were called "finns" in Norway until quite recently. The people
we call Finns in English don't call themselves by that name, but they don't
consider it derogatory. The Saame lived in Finland for several thousand years
before the arrival of the first Finnish tribes, about the beginning of the
Christian era. Presently the Saame, about 32,000 strong, are organizing in
various ways, in Norway, Sweden, Finland and Russia, and asserting their rights
as the original inhabitants of the Fenoscandia.
Both the Norwegian and Swedish governments now have officially adopted the term
SAME, plural SAMER, in Norwegian and Swedish.
By the way, great people. Imagine an ethnic group existing for ten thousand
years without kings, chieftains, armies, police, or prisons, with never a war-a non-violent, non-competitive people who have lived in harmony with a harsh
environment for millenia without pollution.
Thanks for bringing an inspired library leadership to Minnesota!
Additional checking reveals that: a) Ernst Manker commences his 1963 Viking Press
tome, People of eight seasons, with the announcement that "Lapland or, as the Lapps
themselves, the SAMER call it, SAMEATNAM (SAME meaning Lapp, and ATNAM, land) is
the region inhabited by the Lapps, but is not a country ... " And later, on p. 42,
he states that "under the name 'Lapps,' the Same have been talked of as Europe's
most primitive and most distinctive people. 11 ----i;-f According to the Norwegian English
dictionary, edited by Einar Haugen and jointly published by Universitetsforlaget and
the Univ. of Wisconsin Press in 1966, "Laplanders" or "Lapps" are "now officially
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called Same" (p. 239), while "Same" is defined on p. 343 as "Lapp." c) LCSH,
judging from the total absence of cross-references to the primary heading,
LAPPS, recognizes neither the people's true, self-applied, government-endorsed
name nor any of its variants .
• As a consequence of the insights and information spawned by Mr. Johnson's letter,
we are establishing SAAME and SAAMISH LANGUAGE as active heads, with appropriate
cross-references. (The language term, however, is temporarily inactive,)
7.

From ~~el.~~a!ti~~ Editor and Publisher of Sipapu and Konocti Books, Route 1,
Box 216, Winters, California 95694 (2-4):
INotes on your latest: The Mexican National Museum at Chapultepec has an oil
lpainting divided into sections illustrating the mixture of races between white,
red, black and brown, all carefully distinguished, each with its own name.
IMestizo, cholo, etc. in this painting appear as specific combinations of the
llarge number of possible mixtures.
If you have friends travelling in the
I Republic, ask them to take a look at this and describe it to you. It is
lpossible that all the names will be too specific and therefore unsuitable,
land some generic term such as MIXED RACES will be appropriate for your work.
Ir don't recall any treatment in your work of FRESHMAN, FRESHMEN, etc.
IFIRST YEAR STUDENTS is obvious, but awkward. I suggest the simple if slangy
lterm FROSH.
Go ahead! Be demotic! I dare you!

II

would like to inveigh against the use of the word "person".

I was always

lbothered by the abstract sound of this word ("Seventeen persons were arrested

I in connection with the illegal demonstration") and always wondered why, until
II looked it up. It seems that it is from the Latin persona, the role of an
actor,and thence from the Etruscan phersu = a mask. Now whatever I am, I am
lnot a mask, in spite of the Etruscans, whose language is apparently the ancestor
lof modern Albanian. My being is not a role. Human being is too long, sentient
lbeing too culture-bound, individual too awkward, human as a noun is a solecism
l(it's an adjective); and while mortal has a fine old-century ring to it, it
applies as well to my cat ~s to myself. Taking a leaf from the late J.R.R. Tolkien,
I who showed us how much we have lost by cutting ourselves off from our linguistic
lroots, I dredge up (with tongue somewhat stuck in cheek) the Middle English word
lfreke, plural frekes, earlier freken.
Originally it came from Old English freck,
ldesirous, eager, prompt, ready (OED). The Middle English Dictionary defines freke
as 11 a brave man, a warrior, a man-at-arms; a human being, a person; a creature such
l as a giant,demon, angel." "I freyned the freke" = I questioned the individual ...
lappears in Percy's Reliques; and that it may apply to women as well as men the
MED adduces with a text from around 1375: "In bat season gete we (a child) samen
I togedere, on be fairest freke bat euer seg on loked". This word is not the origin
lof the modern word from which the Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers take their sobriquet,
That use of the word is American, although freak in the sense of wild caprice aplpears in the 16th century, and may be connected through dialects with OE. frician,
ldance. There may be a IE. root f-r-k, for swift motion, but I don't know. Anyway,
II'd rather be a chairfreke than a chairperson: I'd rather be a bold warrior (of
either sex) than a mask. The apparent cognate with freak has its uses: it will
I remind speakers and hearers, writers and readers that We All have the Right to
I be Different.

I
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I Finally,

as to the attached Sipapu [no. 9, Jan. 1974), I seem to have described
lyour cause as lost [p. 12], because there had been no Great Debate resulting

from it. Had I received your latest [Cataloging bulletin], I would not have
• said so, as it is apparent that the Great Debate is taking place within your
lown pages, if not in LJ, AL, or WLB. All is very far from lost. Keep on.
IYou are being read attentively. - More on "Mixed bloods 11 will be found in the "Subject cataloging" section. Nevertheless, a few passages from Paul Bohannan's Social life of man--transcribed from
~~~~~~~
P· 245 of an undated ditto-copy
in the MISR Library, Kampala--may be appropriate
here:

-----------

f Today in all the vernaculars of Western civilization, race and "blood"
f become more or less synonymous. There are such terms as "blue blood,"
t royal," "German blood," "Negro blood," and all the rest of them. Look

have
"blood
at the
, terms "full-blood" and "half-blood" and the pejorative uses to which the latter
'has always been put ... Blood is, in short, believed to be equivalent to heredity ...
Today ..• we know, of course, that it is the genes and not the blood which are the
transmitters of hereditary characteristics.

I
t

The point on "Freshmen" is well-taken, but doesn't happen to be germane to librarylevel cataloging at present inasmuch as Sears doesn't cite the form at all, while
LC only recently introduced the cross-reference "Freshman class (High school).
See Ninth grade (Education)." Hardly the occasion, then, for a full-scale furor
~over sexist semantics. Still, ~ a "Freshmen" substitute needed, both FROSH
and FRESHFREKES seem admirable candidates. And should be hotly recommended to the
editor of H. W. Wilson's Education index, which does employ FRESHMEN as an active,
primary head, without apposite "see"-references from either FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS
or the other two Peattie-suggested variants (cf., e.g., v. 45, no. 4 [Dec. 1973),
p. 99).
HCL hasn't innovated any "person"-form thus far. We are, however, seriously considering alternatives for MAN (i.e., the non-gender equivalent of homo sapiens).
~"Humankind, 11 at the moment, strikes us as the most attractive replacement, but
"'"feedback" on this proposed alteration is certainly desired. Perhaps needless
to add, we emphatically endorse the axiom that "We All Have The Right To Be
Different." (Indeed, the less-charitable might mutter that we've over-exercised
that Right. Hope not.)
8.

From Mary Jane Owens, 2323 E. 5th, Duluth, Minnesota 55812 (2-25):
:The January Bulletin was excellent ... I really believe in what you are doing
••with subject headings. Never in my wildest dreams did I think that I, a reference
•
•librarian,
would be exclaiming over anything related to cataloging, but your sensi•:tive approach to subject headings seems more significant than anything that has
:happened in my 10 years as a librarian. Beyond the subject heading section, the
:Bulletin has a vitality I find lacking in many items that pass over my desk!
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Lively dialogue and much solid information that's pertinent NOW make it
tremendously worthwhile.

••

On to a problem I can't solve, but can report on. These are comments I've
gathered related to Native American headings: a) A non-Indian working with
Ojibwes was interested in the idea, understood the demeaning aspects, but
felt that other needs (e.g., legal rights, land problems) were more pressing.
Subject headings too intellectual for now. b) A Chippewa friend was aghast
at the idea of being referred to as anything other than "Chippewa". Would
not entertain the idea at all. c) An Ojibwe person likes the idea, but thinks
there will be much disagreement over names among Indians themselves. This
person uses the term "Ojibwe" quite consistently. d) An Indian teacher was
of the opinion that librarians should not make changes unless Indians themselves call for them. If anything is wrong, they will let us know •

•• Not

exactly a concensus. It does seem to come back to your "damned-if-you-do,
:damned-if-you-don't" comment [#5, p. 3J .

•

Many thanks for the encouraging kudos and intriguing straw-poll results. The
complaint that "librarians should not make changes unless Indians themselves
call for them" or, stated differently, have no right to determine proper
Amerindian nomenclature on "their own" arose earlier, after HCL last year
switched from "Chippewa" to "Ojibwe. 11 Ms. Gonier later in this issue discusses
"Ojibwe" terminology in detail, but the overriding question of cataloging ethics
and requirements can perhaps be explored, if not resolved, here. First, we emphatically do not arrogate to ourselves a "right" to arbitrarily decide upon
correct ethnic names without conducting a critical literature-search and, if
feasible, consulting members of the affected group. Indeed, what prompted
HCL's change to "Ojibwe" was precisely consultation with an Ojibwe instructor
at the University of Minnesota, following preliminary research in two major
unabridged dictionaries, the Encyclopedia Britannica, and Paul War Cloud Grant's
introduction to his Sioux dictionary. What emerged unmistakably from that consultation and research was that the term "Chippewa" developed from "Ojibwe"
through the medium of White travelers, writers, etc., ultimately becoming
'sanctioned" or "legitimized" by the White Bureau of Ethnology and White Library of
Congress. Frankly, were there a known concensus among this people favoring one
name over the other, we would readily accept it. However, it's obvious--if also
unfortunate--that this isn't the case, Thus, while acknowledging that we have no
"right" to decide on terminology, we most assuredly--like any librarians or indexers
faced with immediately handling actual material on this group--have an obligation
to decide on some rubric, even if tentative and not wholly satisf~ctory, under
which such material will be placed in the subject catalog. For the above reasons,
we chose "Ojibwe" as the apparently authentic group-name. Moreover, although a
number of individuals may like "Anishinabe" in preference to either "Chippewa"
or "Ojibwe," it became abundantly clear from discussions with our local consultant
and others that this term is much too broad in scope--in fact, encompassing all
Algonquian-stock peoples--to be definitively applied to a specific sub-group-.At this juncture, then, the choice seems to be a toss-up between "Ojibwe" and
"Chippewa," but with much evidence suggesting the former to be truly indigenous,
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original, and uncorrupted by French and Anglo intermediaries. In short, whether
agreeable or not, a library must choose one among the three possible terms. The
alternatives are either to assign no term whatever, which would render the material
inaccessible by a subject-approach-:-or to use all three, which would produce terrific
chaos, wrongly intimating the existence of three distinct groups instead of one. We
deeply regret the "problem," but respectfully insist that it's not of our making.
Still needed and welcome are advice and guidelines regarding correct terminology
for Native American groups commonly known by indisputably alien--i.e., French or
English--names (e.g., Blackfeet, Flatheads, Nez Perces). It may also be worth
emphasizing here that European colonizers and conquerors have frequently and often
willfully mis-labelled Third World peoples and nations, thereby undermining their
pride, unity, and self-identity. The process, which might be dubbed "semantic
subjugation," is by no means unique to Native American experience. Subsequently,
an important element of group-liberation is usually the replacement of inaccurate,
imposed, and defamatory names with self-created or historic forms. To cite merely
a few examples from Africa:
Kaffirs
Bushmen
Hottentots

+
+
+

Xhosa

Northern Rhodesia

San

Southwest Africa

Khoi-Khoin

Gold Coast

+
+
+

Zambia
Namibia
Ghana

And from the U.S.:
Negroes

Blacks or Afro-Americans

Implicit in these changes is the recognition that even long-standing, habituallyemployed terms may be seriously flawed and can powerfully impede real self-determination.

The section
~ "Cataloging

V

philosophy":

~

prose-poem delivered at the HCL General Staff Meeting,

2-21-74

I'm supposed to rap briefly on "Cataloging Philosophy."
Which sounds kind of high-falutin', maybe also a little dry & ponderous.
But I don't think it is.
Because what's really crucial here are ATTITUDES:
How we catalogers view ~ we do & ~ we do it.

ic

To venture into history for Less than 30 seconds:
Too much of cataloging attitudes & practice in the past
has been frankly self-serving.
Cataloging has too often been performed for the exclusive satisfaction
of catalogers themselves,
who seemed to conceive of themselves as members of a special mystery cult.
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Only the properly initiated could really decipher or comprehend
what they were into.
Well, we don't dig that approach.
And there's growing evidence of what amounts to a "cataloging revolution"
elsewhere in the country .

.

Our basic attitude-however imperfect it may be in application
(after all, we're human, hallelujah!)-is that we catalog for the people who use the library
and for our colleagues who help people to use the library.
Stated another way:
We DON'T catalog just for us.
What that attitude means inpractice is, first:
trying to move stuff out as fast as we can.
Second: Trying to tag materials, especially non-fiction,
with a classification number
that best expresses what the items are all about.
(And when Dewey or LC doesn't give us the best number,
we either change it
or make a new one.
For instance, within the past few weeks we innovated specific numbers
for "War games," "Landsailirig," & "Abortion."
Earlier, we'd done the same thing for "Workers control" & "Counter-culture."
And for whatever it's worth,
the people at the Decimal Classification Office in Washington
have indicated a definite interest in our number-making.
Even now we've got in the works an expanded breakdown for "Popular Music,"
which at the moment DDC limits to a single notation: 780.42.)

.

Third: In assigning added-entries & subject tracings
we try to consider as a top priority
how to make the particular work most accessible to users
who might want it.
For instance, reports by governmental commissions are typically entered
under "Commission ... ," "Great Britain," or "United States."
But very often they're better known by the chairperson's name or catch-title-like the Wolfenden or Kerner Reports.
So, besides the "straight" main entry,
we give them extra tracings for, say,
"Wolfenden Report" or "Kerner Report."
If LC--as it frequently happens-hasn't chosen to accent particular subject aspects of a fictional or other work,
we add more tracings to do so.
Two recent & horrendously classic examples of this sort of "under-cataloging"
are Alternatives in print and the Somewhere else living-learning catalog.
The first title complements Books in print,
providing bibliographic & orderingdata for publications issued by over 850 Movement,
counter-culture, Feminist, & radical groups.
The one tracing LC gave it was: STUDENT MOVEMENT--BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Which didn't exactly do the trick.
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That's one I hope we made more accessible through additional tracings
for RADICALISM, COUNTER-CULTURE, and SOCIAL CHANGE.
The Somewhere else title is a directory of things
like free schools & universities, women's networks,
and alternative vocational guidance centers.
Unbelievably (or maybe not so unbelievably),
the only LC tracing it got was:
ASSOCIATIONS, INSTITUTIONS, ETC.
That, too, we corrected slightly.

*

Related to all this
is the recognition that a library catalog-whether we personally like it or not-is also an instructional tool,
even an attitude-moulder.
Employing a particular term or form in a catalog can have definite social effects.
Not all by itself, of course,
but certainly in tandem with terminology in literature, daily speech, & the mass media.
"As" constructions, for instance,
clearly imply that the persons or group denoted as doing a specific job or thing
maybe shouldn't be doing it.
Or only do it on an exceptional basis.
That's surely the implication of JEWS AS SCIENTISTS, WOMEN AS LIBRARIANS,
or GURKHAS AS SOLDIERS.
In other words,
these forms make a judgment about the group or persons in question.
And almost invariably, that judgment is negative.
So what we've more-or-less systematically done
is to truncate those constructions, dropping the "as"
so they become simply (and inoffensively)
JEWISH SCIENTISTS, WOMEN LIBRARIANS, and GURKHA SOLDIERS.

*

Much the same criticism can be levied
at obviously sexist terminology,
which still flourishes in most subject heading schemes,
like LUMBERMEN~ FIREMEN, SALESMEN AND SALESMANSHIP.
Again, the implicatioois that-these work or occupational categories are strictly male.
Well, the U.S. Government itself
has lately changed such stereotyped nomenclature.
And so--to a large extent--have we.
Thus, you'll shortly find LUMBER WORKERS instead of LUMBERMEN,
FIRE FIGHTERS rather than FIREMEN,
etc.

*

Another objective here
has been to strive
for both authenticity & fairness.
Granted, most of the world knows about the "Bushmen" of South Africa.
But there are no people in South Africa who ever called themselves
by that name.
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It's a monicker that Europeans laid on them.
Without asking.
Their real name is SAN: S-A-N.
And that's the one we use,
of course cross-referencing
from the wrong form,
printed in quotation-marks.
The same is true of NEGROES,
now AFRO-AMERICANS,
and several other peoples.

*

One more wrong-headed LC tendency we've tried to overcome
is that of either too slowly recognizing-or altogether failing to recognize-that many peoples of a distinct ethnic or national origin
at some point have become bona fide Americans.
Thus, we continue to find headings
for JEWS IN THE UNITED STATES, CHINESE IN THE UNITED STATES,
and UKRAINIANS IN THE UNITED STATES,
even though the works assigned these headings may deal largely,
if not wholly,
with 2d, 3d, or later generations
of Jews, Chinese, & Ukrainians "in America."
In such cases,
we recognize their Americanness-together with their ethnicity-through headings like JEWISH-AMERICANS, CHINESE-AMERICANS,
and UKRAINIAN-AMERICANS.

*

And then there's the unabating problem of new
(sometimes even old)
concepts & topics
that unmistakably appear in books & other media,
but which LC hasn't yet got around to formally noticing.
As examples:
BERMUDA TRIANGLE, LAMAZE ~ECHNIQUE, RACISM, WOMEN STUDIES, SEXISM, NATIONAL LIBERATION
MOVEMENTS, NATURAL FOODS, POLICE MALPRACTICE, RAPE CRISIS CENTERS, SONGWRITERS, STEELBAND
MUSIC, ROSEMALING, WOMEN'S PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING, and the TRANS-ALASKA PIPELINE.
To illustrate quickly:
The LC tracings for a volume we lately received titled Sexism in education and society
were l) EDUCATION OF WOMEN
and 2) SEX DIFFERENCES IN EDUCATION.
Not alone nor together do those two headings satisfactorily disclose
what the book deals with.

*

To enhance searching & finding,
a lot can also be done-and we're trying to do it-through cross-referencing.
Key here is that there's often more than one way
to say the same thing,
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but only one of those ways will enjoy primary-head status.
To get specific,
someone searching for material on "babies" very well might not realize
that it's all listed under INFANTS.
But the searcher won't go away disappointed
if we've been clever enough to make a cross-reference
from BABIES to INFANTS.

*

What I've described as our "attitude"
ramifies into other areas, as well.
For one thing, we WANT feedback & suggestions from the people we serve:
you & the public.
We've begun to get it.
For instance, the BERMUDA TRIANGLE and LAMAZE TECHNIQUE heads just mentioned
were suggested by community librarians.
And another colleague has contributed a well thought-out recommendation
for expanding the Popular Music schedule in Dewey.
So if there are any new subjects or numbers you want,
let us know.
And also feel absolutely free to respond to what we print
in the Cataloging bulletin,
regardless of whether you approve or disagree.
It's intended as a free-for-all forum.
No holds barred.

*

Further along this line,
some of us have started to "agitate"
against imposition of the International Standard Bibliographic Description
--or ISBD--by LC.
This was discussed in recent bulletins.
And boils down to a change in cataloging format
that at best will mean nothing to our public
and at worst will toss in more garbage-like Latin abbreviations and mind-blowing punctuation-that COULD turn people off,
making them feel pointlessly stupid
and frustrated.
And it's worth underscoring that the "ISBD issue"
is not exclusively technical.
In fact,
it's a public service issue.

*

All of this may not constitute
a perfectly cogent statement of
"cataloging philosophy."
But maybe it conveys something
about where our heads are at.
And
our hearts,
too.
--S. Berman
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~Catalogers' meetings:

Highlights of the February 5th

£

14th sessions

l.

It was reported that the Community Librarians, who met on Jan. 31st at Golden Valley,
approved Linda Running's recommendations for removing the inherited limitations on
A/V classification and subject-treatment. It will now be possible to assign DDCnumbers, without restriction, to A/V titles, particularly phonodiscs. Similarly,
such materials can also be subject-traced in the same fashion as books. In short,
media and print items have finally been accorded cataloging parity. Ms. Running
and the Head Cataloger subsequently devised a number of new, music-related headings
(e.g., RHYTHM AND BLUES MUSIC), initiated necessary cross-references, and replaced
several HCL forms with standard LC rubrics (e.g., JAZZ. JAZZ MUSIC).
2.
The Community Librarians did not endorse our proposal to represent Pamphlet File
material in the book catalog by means of "public notes" under pertinent subjects.
Instead, the group recommended that the Head Cataloger & Ms. Janet Kinney (who
orders & processes Vertical File items for the entire system) form a committee to
explore the situation, especially determining the extent to which presently-active
subject-terms require revision to harmonize with book-catalog nomenclature.
3.

As a result of information gleaned from meetings of the RTSD/CCS Subject Analysis
Committee during ALA's January conclave in Chicago, the Head Cataloger announced
at the first session that LC, in order to permit greater area-access, may shortly
begin to assign extra, turnabout entries to material ordinarily traced directly
under subjects with geographical subdivisions. Thus, every GEOLOGY--AFRICA tracing
would be complemented by an AFRICA--GEOLOGY heading. He summarized the discussion
of this topic at ALA Midwinter, noting that the LC representative did not adequately
explain why simple cross-referencing wouldn't accomplish the same end more efficiently-and without losing access to retrospective holdings directly entered under subject.
(Indeed, several visitors at that meeting argued strenuously for the establishment
of an LC subscription service that might alert libraries using LC-data to the need
for generating new cross-references & so obviate the cost & space-waste of essentially
duplicate, "area-first" traced entries.) It was initially decided that HCL catalogers
& editors would themselves begin to make such reverse cross-references in the course
of authority-work. Later, however, it became manifest that such wholesale crossreferencing would unduly enlarge the book catalog & seriously complicate, as well
as slow, the authority-process. It was finally agreed that cross-referencing would
be done for all inverted, adjectival forms, usually involving an ethnic/national
modifier (e.g., from CHINESE ETHICS to ETHICS, CHINESE, DANISH COOKERY to COOKERY,
DANISH, etc.), but that scope-notes--rather than individual cross-references-would be composed for specific major countries, indicating that various materials
can also be found under other subjects subdivided geographically.
4.
The question arose of whether to assign national literature HISTORY AND CRITICISM
tracings to works dealing with single authors (e.g., titles in the Twayne series).
It was concluded that tracings like MEXICAN FICTION--HISTORY AND CRITICISM, ITALIAN
POETRY--HISTORY AND CRITICISM, and DANISH LITERATURE--HISTORY AND CRITICISM should
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be assigned even to single-author material when little, if any, subject-access
would otherwise be provided through the catalog (largely owing to the smallness
of HCL's holdings in these areas). Excluded from such tracing-assignment, however,
will be major literatures--notably American, English, French, German, and Russian-which are amply represented by titles of multi-author scope.
5.

Subject-tracings may be assigned for prominent, likely-to-be-sought-after fictional
characters; e.g., LIEUTENANT REARDON, INSPECTOR MAIGRET. The form to be applied to
works in which these figures appear: LIEUTENANT REARDON--FICTION. And to works
about them: LIEUTENANT REARDON (FICTIONAL CHARACTER). Cross-references should be
made from variant forms; e.g., REARDON, LIEUTENANT • LIEUTENANT REARDON.
6.

Attention was drawn to LC's latest Cataloging service bulletin, which particularly
announces 1974 publication of the LCSH 8th ed. (whose entries will be filed according
to new rules developed by John Rather), immediate abandonment of the subhead,
--COLLECTIONS, except under certain literary forms, and the intention to implement
ISBD as soon as ALA publishes a revision of the relevant AACR-chapter. The Head
Cataloger observed that although there may be convincing justification for the
Rather-rules, their arbitrary imposition--just as with ISBD--should be opposed.
7.
Liz
Dickinson reported on • her recent one-day
visit
to the, Library of Congress.
She
\111111111111-llllllllltrllllllllllllll!
,
,
,
rouna peop~e there exceptionally cordial and interested in the progress being made
at Hennepin County. They hold our library in very high regard, and are particularly
proud of former LC people who have moved on to HCL.

it

Ms. Dickinson learned from Mr. Blume, Chief of the Subject Cataloging Division, that
proofs will be out within two weeks for the 1973 annual supplement to LCSH. When
asked if he had done any rethinking on the decision to create reversed headings such
as UNITED STATES--GEOLOGY, Mr. Blume made essentially the same comment as at Midwinter:
he felt clerks would not be able to file cross-reference cards in place of these geographic headings and that catalogers would forget to check if cross-references had
been made. They are apparently going ahead with plans to create dual entries to
bring together material relevant to a particular geographic location. Mr. Blume
also indicated that LC has as much trouble differentiating between such headings
as FOLK-LORE, FRENCH and FOLK-LORE--FRANCE as we do, Apparently we will have to
count on our own devices rather than LC's leadership in making such headings consistent.

it

Mr. Gosling of the CIP office expressed his appreciation for the study we did last
year on the percentage of CIP titles received at HCL. He said we were one of only
about 20 libraries which have volunteered feedback of this kind. One of the members
of the CIP Advisory Committee will be conducting a survey of libraries this year to
determine CIP's effect. He hopes the study will be completed before ALA-New York
in July. Liz suggested that if we are not selected as one of the libraries to
respond to this survey, we should repeat our last analysis of CIP later in the
year to see if CIP's batting average has improved. Gosling gave Liz a list of
"problem" publishers--those larger firms that have not joined the CIP program and
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those who only participate sporadically. He emphasized that press.ure from individual libraries can be very effective in getting publishers into the program.
T~e catalogers decided to do a two-week study of 1973/74 imprints which arrive
without CIP, to be used in pressure-letters to these problem publishers. Liz
volunteered to draft the letter to be sent out with the data. (Information
copies will be forwarded to Mr. Gosling.) Mr. Gosling also asked us to consider
the use of CIP in government documents. He would like to know whether we would
use CIP if it appeared on government documents and whether we would then intershelve our document collection with other titles.

Descriptive cataloging
~ ISBD:

SRRT Action Council opposes "total implementation"

At a meeting in Chicago on January 21, 1974, the Action Council of the American
Library Association's Social Responsibilities Round Table passed the following
resolution, which was subsequently transmitted to the library press and RTSD/CCS
Descriptive Cataloging Committee:
WHEREAS the new ISBD cataloging format is certain to further impede collectionaccess for ordinary library users and was devised and adopted in a high-handed,
elitist fashion, without fully consulting the profession itself nor even
attempting to determine possible adverse effects upon library users,
SRRT Action Council THEREFORE insists that total implementation of the ISBD{M)
and announced ISBD{S) be delayed until it is ensured that non-ISBD cataloging
data will be supplied to those libraries which do not want the new, obstructive
format foisted upon them.
For background and bibliographic data on this issue, see HCL Cataloging bulletin #2,
p. 3-4, 13; #3, p. 12; #4, p. 9-11, 24; and #5, p. 31. According to the Feb. 15,
1974, LC Information bulletin (v. 33, no. 7), p. A-44, the RTSD/CCS Descriptive
Cataloging Committee--at its Midwinter Meeting in Chicago--agreed on the revision
of AACR Chapter 6 "to bringfit into accord with the International Standard Bibliographic Description (Monographs)." The only remaining editorial task, reported
C. Sumner Spalding, was "an updating of the rules for the series statement," to
be "done by the Library of Congress and sent out for approval by mail." Mr. Spalding
elaborated that "Once approved, LC will be able to furnish ALA with camera copy
almost immediately. It therefore appears possible that the chapter may be published
by May, if not before. Once published, it will be implemented in LC cataloging after
a brief period for training catalogers in its new provisions." (Emphasis added)

Classification
~Music:

Popular/jazz/keyboard

1.

On January 28, 1974, HCL sent the following query to Mr. ~.~}}j~~.!.!2:. . ,8.:. :. . . . ~.~.~. !.~E. . at LC' s
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Dewey Decimal Classification Division:
We would be most grateful to know whether 11 780.42" (Popular Music) is now
being expanded to permit discrete notations for such individual genres as
"Rock," "Bluegra~s," "Mood/Muzak," "Country," "Rhythm and blues," "Popular
vocals," and "Popular instrumentals"? We find, especially in the course of
phonodisc cataloging, that the present, single notation is necessarily assigned
to an enormous number of titles, which in effect negates the principle (and
value) o·f specific classification. If an expansion has not yet been undertaken, is there any likelihood that it might be--soon? Many popular libraries,
like our own, would doubtless appreciate the greater specificity.
Mr. Custer subsequent~y advised that "the Editorial Policy Committee and ... Forest
Press have tentatively decided to include in Edition 19 a phoenix schedule for
780, bu1: no work has been done on it." He added that "you may take it for granted
that there will be more specific breakdowns for the various kinds of popular music."
Thus faced with an immediate need but no "official" DDC-expansion, nor even the
proximate likelihood of one, HCL itself revised and expanded the "780.42" notation
by introducing these numbers and notes:
780.421

General popular
E.g., H. Mancini, R. Conniff, Andrews Sisters, R. Goulet,
A. Williams, L. Welk, B. Streisand, F. Sinatra.

780.422

Country-and-Western

780.423

Bluegrass

780.424

Rock
Class Rock opera in 782.2

780.425

Rhythm and blues

780.426

Blues.

The above notations may be further divided by adding the numerals following
"78" in 784.1-784.3 (vocals) and 785-789 (instrumentals); e.g., blues vocal,
780.42643, guitar country, 780.42276.
2.
The treatment of Jazz music has been revamped--and most jazz works thereby
consolidated--by appending
a gloss
[;(with or without voice)
to the DDC-notation, "785.42," and replacing the original instructions with:
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Prefer for all jazz material.
May be further divided for specific instruments by adding the numerals
[)
following "78" in 786-789; e.g., jazz flute, 785.42851
3.

In order to classify keyboard music--particularly in recorded media--according
to both form and instrument, the first note under "786.41-786.49 Specific forms"
has been altered to read:
r\.Add to each subdivision identified by* the numbers following 786.2 in
L/786.21-786.223, e.g., harpsichord sonata 786.4121

Further, an asterisk now prefaces "Music for more than one performer" (786.49).

~ Other ~ notations
Number

Remarks

111111111111111111111

111111111111111111111111

261.6

Under "Social theology," represents "Christianity
and sex"; clarification-note: "Examples: attitude
toward sexual relations, celibacy, marriage, women";
assigned, e.g., to W. E. Phipps' Sexuality of Jesus:
theological and literary perspectives (1973), classed
by LC in "Christianity and social problems" (261.83).

301.4265

An expansion of "Family planning," covering general,
composite, comparative, and sociologically-oriented
mat~rial on "Abortion"; replaces LC's currentlyfavored "301," a non-specific, illogical, and
already-bloated classification; assigned, e.g., to
M. Ebon's Every-woman'£ guide to abortion (1971)
and Abortion rap, by D. Schulder and F. Kennedy
(1971).

782.2

0

Embraces "Rock opera"; assigned, e.g., to L. Davis
and R. Gallagher's Letting down !!1.Y._ hair; two years
with the Love Rock Tribe ... (1973).

---------0

793.325

Specifies "Belly dancing"; assigned, e.g., to J. R.
Mishkin and M. Schill's Compleat belly dancer (1973),
which LC placed in "Pantomime" (792.3").

794.4

Hitherto dormant number under "Indoor games of skill";
now denotes "War games," usually classed by LC in
793.9 (which immediately follows "Magic" and also
explicitly includes such "other indoor diversions"
as "making cat's cradles" [cf. DDC 18, p. 1465J);
assigned, e.g., to H. G. Wells' Little wars (1913,
reprinted 1970) and D. F. Featherstone'sNaval war
games ( 1965).
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Number

~

Remarks

1111 lllllllllllllll'

IIIIUIIIIUIIIIUIOI,

796.58

Covers "Land,:iling"; assigned, e.g., to G. C. Siposs'
Landsailing: from RC models to the big ones (1973).

Daily'~ DC:

A warning

The "Classified List of Subject Headings" appearing at the end of Jay E. Daily's
Organizing Nonprint Materials (N.Y.: M. Dekker, 1972) has questionable, if any,
value from either a cataloger's or user's point of view and should be avoided.
The author states that the listing is "similar to, but not identical with, the
Dewey Decimal Classification." However, the general format and subject areas
follow the DDC, ~hich makes a cataloger familiar with DDC regard Daily's listing
as a Dewey schedule except for the grossly incorrect, too nonspecific or "little
off," and majority of "not quite correct" cases. Some examples:
Daily Decimal Classification

Dewev Decimal Classification (Edition 18)

llllllllffllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll,11111111111111111111111111111111111111,

1111111n1111'1111111111111111111111l'1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

136.53

Old age

Unassigned no.

309.245 City planning

Unassigned no.

331. 83

Housing

Unassigned no.

363

Ku Klux Klan

Other Social Services.

613.5

Slums

Hygiene in Artificial Environments

614

Pollution
Cemeteries
Diseases
Lighting
Swimming pools

Public Health

629.13

UFO's

Aeronautics

If the numbers cited in the left-hand column are not DDC numbers, then what are
they? What do they represent? How does a media cataloger assign new classification
numbers (WHEN Daily has not previously thought of a specific number) to fit into
Daily's schedule if his numbers don't represent anything? To achieve genuinely
integrated collections, libraries must use a common classification schedule for
books and non-book materials. Even though some libraries may opt for nonintegrated collections, it would still seem to make good sense from a user standpoint
to have materials on Pollution, for example, interfiled in the Social Sciences with
Ecology, Demography, etc. (as in the Dewey schedule) rather than in the Medical
Sciences with Cemeteries, Diseases, Lighting and Swimming Pools.--Linda Running.
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Subject cataloging
~ The

Columbus legacy _£ Native Americans/the "Eurindian Question"/"Eskimos" or "Inuit"?

The following remarks were submitted on Feb. 7th by Sherrill Cheda, Librarian at the
Seneca College of Applied Arts and Technology (1750 r'I'~·;·h"""A:;;:;;:;:;:·;""'E~st, Willowdale 428,
Ontario, Canada):

I Congratulations on Cataloging Bulletin #5 -- the only thing that kept me
lgoing one freezing evening, after a terrible day. About 10 p.m., I read
I the Bulletin and became happily human again •••
I Referring to the EURINDIANS heading on p. 6:
I I was special librarian at the Indian-Eskimo Association of Canada (now
I Canadian Association in Support of the Native Peoples) 1969-72 and in
I light of this experience would like to comment.
I 1. Agree that "Half breed" is as unacceptable as "nigger"
I
I 2. Agree that INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA -- MIXED BLOODS does not
fit the bill
I
I 3. Feel that by introducing new term, not in common usage, EURINDIANS
does not solve the problem. It seems counter to your usual policy
I
in that it is not in common usage and necessitates a great number
I
of see references from less acceptable terms to an unfamiliar term
I
of questionable value as ,it perpetuates the European bias.
I
I 4, In Canada, the familiar, accepted (by Native organizations and the
I

public) and historic term for mixed ancestry is "Metis" and this
is the heading we introduced at the I.E.A. with appropriate seereferences.

I
I
I 5. There are a variety of native peoples in Canada:
(a) status Indians Xunder the Indian Act).
I
(b) non-status Indians (disenfranchised, Indian women
I
married to non-Indian men, children of such unions,
I
Indians absent from the reserve for 5 years etc.).
(c)
Metis
(mixed blood), originally French and Indian, later
I
any
non-native
and native, children of same, etc.
I
(d) Eskimos (preferred term Inuit).
I
I It is possible to be full blooded and still be termed by law non-status or Metis
I (native women married to non-native, absent from reserve at time of census, left
I reserve previous to Drybones case to have right to drink, left reserve previous
I to franchise to have right to vote, etc.
I It is also possible to be a non-native and be classed by the Indian Act as
I native (non-native woman married to native man, Metis child born to native
0
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I man and non-native woman, Metis child born out of wedlock to native mother).
I In a word, it is an imposed patriarchal law that fatherhood and husbandhood
I determine degree of Indianness in wedlock (see S. Cheda, "Indian women; an
I historic3.l example to a contemporary view," in Stephenson Women in Canada,
I New Press, 1973).
II 6. In Canada there are a variety of national organizations:
1. Indian Brotherhood of Canada (Status Indians)
I
2. Inuit Tapirisat
I
3. Native Council (Metis and non-status)
I
4. Native Women's Rights (status, non-status and Metis women)
I
I 7. If the INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA heading is retained, then I suggest that
there is strong support for I.N.A. - Mixed Bloods see Metis, dropping the
I
I.N.A. as in the case of Eskimos. I further suggest Eskimos, see Inuit
I
(while not a familiar term, it is preferred by the Inuit and would educate
I
the public to this term).
I
Is. To solve all these problems, I suggest a radical departure: scrap INDIANS
OF NORTH AMERICA altogether and use NATIVE PEOPLES, thus incorporating all
I
the native peoples of a specific country.
I
I But I've gone on too long and am obviously not a cataloger.
II In remembrance of ·1 iie First Americans.
On March 8th, Maureen Davis, Librarian for the Canadian Association In Support Of
The Native PeopI'~s""'"c"2"7'7"'"v'I'c'toria Street, Toronto M5V 1W2, Ontario, Canada), wrote:
Sherrill Cheda has informed me that you and several other librarians in the
United States are working to change L.C. subject headings. She asked me to
reinforce her comments to you regarding use of the word lnuit in place of
Eskimo.
Eskimo is a Cree Indian word meaning "eaters of raw flesh". It is not used by
the Inuit themselves. Many feel that this term has derogatory connotations.
They call themselves Inuit, which translates to something like "we, the people".
For instance, the national 'Eskimo' association in Ottawa, is called the Inuit
Tapirisat of Canada. If you wish to contact them for verification of the above,
you can write to:
Ms. Carol Bryce-Bennett
Inuit Tapirisat of Canada
409 Royal Trust Building
116 Albert Street
Ottawa, Ontario
Unfortunately, most people are unaware of this more appropriate term; and books
and materials still are published about the 'Eskimos'. However, I would like to
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t close by encouraging you to use the term 'Inuit' for future library subject
theadings. Such a change would increase awareness of the name and promote
tits usage.
And from William H. Skelly (General Mills Chemicals, Inc., 4620 West 77th Street,
Minneapolis, MN 55435) came this missive, dated March 25th:
Dear Mr. Berman:
Although we have never met, I have been introduced to some of your thoughts
through a mutual friend, Betty Gonier. She has allowed me to read several
of the letters that you have sent out concerning the Native People.
Your efforts on the part of the Native People are very much appreciated. The
concept that you have of allowing the People to be known by their rightful
names is quite novel. In most of the literature that I have read, this has
not been the case. History has done such a poor job in this respect that I
feel its definition as dealing with "a known past" is questionable.
As you may know, Betty Gonier teaches conversational Ojibwe at the University
of Minnesota. She teaches in the traditional manner. I am one of the many
students that have learned a great deal about the People through this media.
Our class offers more than just learning the vocabulary. It allows a time
for learning ... learning about the People. Their circle of life is very much
reflected in their language, its derivation of words, its exactness, and its
relation to the surroundings, we can at least attempt to draw one of the
small circles in the link of circles that makes up their whole circle of
life.
One of the outstanding lessons learned about the Native People's way of
life is their compulsiveness to share. In material things there appears
to be no limit as to how much they will give to those who have less. During
one of the class sessions, we were allowed to participate in a "give away"
This will leave an everlasting impression of sharing on my memory cells.
In comparison, it makes a shambles of our method of giving to the local fund
raising societies. The People give from the heart.
When it comes to the sharing of the complexities (in the minds of the white
people) of their native knowledge and beliefs, they give away at a rate that
is directly proportional to the ability of the receiver to understand and
show respect for that which has been given. They do not offer a catechism
type of learning; rather, there is a very deliberate attempt to share this
in a piece-meal way.
I believe we students are looking forward to a better understanding of the
People by a way of learning about the People from the People. The literature,
of course, is a great help in the total understanding but its European authors
seem bent on quoting from former authors even though the "authority" has misunderstood some of the ideals of the People.
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I

I hope that we have a chance to meet in. the near future and perhaps can discuss
other aspects of the Native People of this land. It has been said by the People
that white society is more interested in the Native People artifacts than they
are in the Native People's future. I sincerely hope that this is not the case.

further investigation corroborates the validity of "Inuit." The 1962 Grand
Larousse encyclopedique, for instance, on p. 203 of v. 6 declares that "Inuit"
is what the "Eskimos" call themselves. The extensive etymologies given for
"Eskimo" on p. 241-42 of the Dictionary of Canadianisms on historical principles
(Toronto: W. J. Gage, 1967) "unquestionably" support an Algonkian source, say the
lexicographers. Indeed, the initial note reads: "Algonk., probably through Cdn F
Esquimau with spelling influenced by Danish Eskimo; cf. Cree askimowew he eats it
raw; Ojibwa askkime raw-flesh eater." And additionally underpinning the authenticity
of "Inuit" is this passage on its derivation (p. 384): "Esk. 1mankind, people, men 1 ;
pl. of innuk, inuk man." Given this preponderant evidence, and applying the concept
well-articulated by Mr. Skelly of "allowing the People to be known by their rightful
names," HCL is now substituting INUIT for ESKIMOS. We do so in the interest of
accuracy, fairness, and respect. Moreover, we invite other libraries to do likewise.
And will gladly report such developments in these pages.
De\i te Ms. Cheda' s much-appreciated suggestion that "Met is'' could solve the "Mixed
bloods" dilemma, her own observation regarding "common usage" militates against it,
for it is not--alas!--commonly known nor used south of the U.S.-Canadian border.
Therefore, until a term is either found or devised that can be comfortably applied
across-the-board (geographically speaking), we may be stuck--in lieu of the unacceptable "Mixed bloods" and "Half-breeds"--with a slightly chaotic congeries of regional
synonyms like METIS, MESTIZOS, and EURINDIANS (NORTH AMERICA).

*

This seems the right opportunity to appeal for widespread "input" on the wisdom and
practicality of completely scrapping INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA, as Ms. Cheda recommends,
in favor of NATIVE PEOPLES, NATIVE AMERICANS, AMERINDIANS, or something similar.

~ Ojibwe:

Murmurings from Red America

I want to explain some important things about my people, but must first introduce
myself before I speak, as is traditional with us.

*

I am Mizinokamigok. I was born and raised in northern Minnesota in the traditional
Ojibwe manner. for this I am very grateful and happy. I was taught to do all the
things that our people do, such as ma nomi ni ke ~n (harvesting wild rice),
zi zi b~o~ do ke win ( processing maple sugar), a gi make win ( lacing snowshoes),
basketry, weaving and most important of all, to think and speak in our native tongue.
My ideology is strictly Ojibwe.

*

I was taught in the "white" public schools until I was in the 9th grade and fifteen
years of age. I then decided this schooling was pitifully inadequate for my needs
as an Ojibwe, so I stayed home to live and learn more from my people.
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SincP infancy I have had two personal tutors. One was my maternal grandfather,
Be bama diz: He who goes living from place to place, or He who can easily adapt
to the different places where he must live in order to make a living. When I was
very young I began to spend much time visiting and learning from him. He taught me
many general things and also taught me much esoteric Ojibwe knowledge. He tutored
me until his death, when I was about 17. I don't remember exactly because to our
people age is very unimportant unless a person also gains wisdom with age. In this
case, age becomes synonymous with wisdom. Be bama diz was a very intelligent,
knowledgeable, wise and good man in every way and was very much respected and
highly regarded in the Anishinabe world.
i(

My other tutor is Nr zhosek (twin female), who happens to be my mother. She has
taught me from the time I was born until the present. Even so, there is still much
for me to learn. Indeed, the Ojibwe learning process begins at birth and does not
stop until death intervenes. We do not reach the "top" when we get to be a Ph.D. or
even Professor Emeritus!!
i(

I have been teaching Ojibwe lifestyle for five years at the University of Minnesota.
For the first quarter I worked with a fine white linguist, Dr. Howard Law, who taught
me what know about linguistics. The work at the University has been a tremendously
rewarding experience. In their own words, my students "have profited greatly," and
I have also learned very much, because the Anishinabe teaching method is necessarily
a sharing experience. Dr. Law. and I decided on using characters from the International
Phonetics Association Code, with minor adaptations, for writing Ojibwe. Space limits
putting the whole code in, but understanding the vowels will be very helpful in reading
Native American words. There are short vowels and long vowels:
a as in
i as in
0 as in
e as in

balloon
bit
look
way

a as in ball
i"as in feel
0 as in row

Only the long vowels are marked with a macron. There is no short "e." From this
beginning I have developed all of the material used in my courses, i.e., techniques,
charts, tapes, etc., entirely from my own mind. However, I do credit all I know to
my people, the Ojibwe. I tannot express my gratitude in English words for being
taught (in the words of one of my students) "the wealth of the ages." The subject
I teach now at the University is called Conversational Ojibwe. This to a degree is
a misnomer because the European-based "establishment" does not comprehend language
as do Native American peoples. From my vantage point, the establishment speaks
mainly English, or should we more correctly call it "American"?· The language could
be very rich because it has roots from many different languages, religions and cultures, but I think the American language is very weak because it is without a culture
of its own. Conversely, Ojibwe is a Native American language which does have a culture
of its own. Linguists put Ojibwe in the "Algonquin" language family. It seems that
the name should correctly be "Anishinabe." (This term shall be fully defined a little
further on.) In this Anishinabe family there are many related tribes. Linguists say
there are about 40 such languages. I and other Ojibwe people can understand well
many people such as Cree, Potawatomi, Sac and Fox, Menominee, Sauteaux, Ottawa. I
can read quite well some languages which are not in use any more. The ones I recall
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are Kickapoo, Shawnee, Delaware and Miami. I know my Ojibwe "worldview" well and
by comparing it with these relatives I feel the Ojibwe are rather like the central
people. Certainly, they are the largest group and are centrally located.

-tr

The Ojibwe and related peoples have developed their languages and lifestyles so
that they are much like one huge ball. All things are greatly respected; i.e.,
life of all different kinds, ideas--religious, educational, familial, and any
other--work, eating, talking, thinking, earth, sky, infinity, and whatever else
is a part of the Ojibwe lifestyle. I only put these into categories and give
them terms for clarity. Actually, the Anishinabe think of life as one whole wherein
everything else is contained or encompassed. Everything has a just place in the
whole. Everything is given utmost respect. I can think of only one way which
might give a fairly accurate idea of the Anishinabe "worldview" on a two-dimensional
scale.

6.

b.
.,
_ , ..,.._._, __ ... ? • " ' - - • ~ - , • - - •
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The "a" arrows represent Gitchi Ma ni do, the great spirit, from whence all come,
and Gagi ge nig, infinity. The double-pointed arrow shows that there is much that
cannot be seen, but there is still a reciprocal relationship between Gitchi Mani do
and Ga gi ge nig and Anishinabe. The outer space, "b," represents Ga gi ge gT zhig,
the sky that has no end, both physically and time-wise. The outer band, "c," represents
man, Anishinabe, who lives between heaven and earth. The inner band, "d," represents
the akr,- land. AkTand all things associated with it are given utmost respect at all
times. Within the two bands are placed the cardinal directions ("e"): Glwe di nong
(north), wa ba nong (east), zha wa nong (south), and nin ga be a nong (west), which
are so important to the Anishinabe. The inner circle, "f," represents the "circle"
of life, which keeps on going without the help of man. The eight "g" dots are
arbitrarily chosen to represent aspects in the Anishinabe lifestyle. There actually
is no such arbitrary division within the Anishinabe life. These dots and connecting
lines are only to illustrate the interdependence of one part of life upon the other.
Hopefully, an English-speaking person may see these dots as part of the circle as
lived by the Anishinabe. The sun, "h, 11 is placed in the center not because we think
heliocentric, but rather to indicate the necessity of the sun to life.

-tr

Further, the Anishinabe sees himself as an integral part of the whole. He is not
above, below or greater than the whole. Everything must work together. In doing
his part, the Anishinabe speaks as he sees. The foundation of the language is the
verb. There is action, but he also explains the action. For example, the whitetailed deer is wa wa sh ke shi.. Wa wa = white, alluding to the white tail as you
see the deer jumping away from you; sh ke = characterized by; and shi = living being.
The Canadian goose, who honks so loudly and thusly announces himself, is we' we:
we'
the living being who, we= sound, or the living being who is characterized by
constant sound. Lake Michigan is Mi shi Ga mT = huge body of water, just as the
Anishinabe sees it. The English language really is saying: Huge (mishi) lake (gami)
with another "lake" added to it!

-tr

Another interesting example of the Ojibwe calling things as he sees them is Ish kwani
gan ing, or reservation. Ish kwa = left over; n = that thing ("i" is only a connective);
gan = a thing with which; anding makes this a place-name. Ishkaniganing is a relatively
new word, but it has its derivation from Ish kwan ji gan (food leftovers). Ish kwa =
left over; n = that thing which is; jr-= chew (from jTgwan dan, chew it); gan =
a thing with which. These•are but a few of the half million or so words in the
vocabulary of a fluent Ojibwe.

-tr

I think there is a great need especially now, with much introspection in this country,
to define many things like Anishinabe names, ideas, places, etc. For years there has
been much confusion and lack of understanding between the European and Native American
peoples. I will clarify some previous misconceptions by defining the following:
,.ANISHINABE. This term is used by most Native Americans who speak the "Algonquin"
tongue to mean "We." It is pronounced a ni shi na be. "Nabe" means the male of
the species, as in "nabe sim" (male dog), "nabe bi zhi ki" (male bovine), and in
the human form: "ni nabem," meaning "my husband" ( ni = I or me, nabe = male, and
m
possessive). Anish: this term is not a word .in itself and is not used in any
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other way.

According to Ojibwe tradition, this part is used to mean "we were

created here by Gitchi Manido, the Grieat Spirit, in the form we are in now
and that from now on we as a people can reproduce (nabe = male) ourselves,
Thus, Anishinabe means mankind, or' more correctly, man the progenitor!

This

is what I have been instructed by my people.
, . DJIBWE. This term has suffered very much abuse by all people, including writers
who claim to speak the language fluently. Most of us know of these attempts to
define this word, yet no one really knew what it means except the Djibwe-speakers.
In 1831, R. R. Bishop Baraga wrote the term as Dtchipwe. He probably pronounced
it correctly, but the sounds became harsher when he wrote it in English characters.
Most of the Djibwe words he wrote became harsher or otherwise distorted because
of the differences in the two languages. Ojibwe is pronounced phonetically Oh jib
(j as in judge) ..;,ay. Otchipwe soon changed to Chippeway by dropping the "O."
Most people of my mother and father's time called themselves Chippeway because
of the harsh treatment given them in the "Indian Schools" run by the U.S. Government. They were punished for speaking their own language or not agreeing with
what they were taught. Later on "Chippewan came into use.
It is much easier
to say in English and was adopted as the name of our p\aople by making it legal!
However, it is incorrect. Legality iSilot necessarily ethical, moral or right,
nor can it change a verbal language.
Ojibwe identifies some Anishinabe by their
manner of speech.
nojib st means wTinkled or puckered. In this case, it means
wavy in an up-and-down fashion such a s ~ •1we 0 refers to sound or noise.

If this definition seems insufficient, let us follow it further etymologically.
To add an "m" and have 0 0jibwem 0 signifies speaking or sounds from the mouth.
If we add an 11 ou we have "Ojibwemo, 11 or he/she is speaking in a ~ fashion.

One can allude to the people around the Leech Lake and Red Lake area as Na waj
Ojib we mo wag= they speak in a rnore.........,._fashion (compared to other Ojibwe).
Again, Na waj = more; jib,.. .....,..__.._, we= sound; mo= having to do with mouth;

wag= plural: they. Both Schoolcraft and Warren were near the truth in this
case, but didn't really know. This shows me that in Ojibwe a person can only
be certain of what he is talking about if he knows his language.
Some other words that have become distorted are:
, . KITCH I GAMI, or GIT CHI GUMI, as written by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. I was
an obedient student and learned to read it "On the shores of Gitchi Goo mee
stood the wig warn of old No ko' mis," but I also knew that it ought to read
"On the shores of Git chi' Ga mT' stood the wi'gi warn of old No' ko mis."
A check back to the I.P.A. code should allow anyone to read this quite like
an Ojibwe .
.... NAWATCH.

In Ojibwe, we say "na waj ," meaning more.

, , . CHICAGO.

This town is called by the Anishinabe "Zhi ga gong," or "Zhigagskunk,"

ong, place-name or locative, meaning the place where skunks abound.

This name

was already in use when the White settlers came and began building a city on the
shore where the Anishinabe already had a settlement and name. Instead of finding
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a new name, they used the same one, but dropped the "ng" and changed the first
11

g 11 to a

0

c 11 or

11

k 11 sound, thus producing

11

Chicago. 11

Had they been aware of

this, Chicago almost certainly would have a different name now.
Another kind of distortion is to be found in "Mississippi River. 11 The Anishinabe
call it Mi shi zT b'L, or huge (mishi) river (zTbT). Bishop Baraga at times wrote
the "sh" sound as "ss" so ffMishi 11 becomes "Missi" and 11 zT hiu becomes "ssippi."
Now most people know the great river as huge river river.

But we as Anishinabeg

("g" meaning plural) still call Mishi Zib'I huge river. An interesting, different
kind of confusion was caused by the French and "Indians" losing the war to the
English. The French and Anishinabe lived in beautiful harmony together. Both
disliked the greedy English and called them Git chi mo ko man ag, meaning great
knife or sword people ( Gi tchi = great, mo KO man = knife, ag = plural). Losing
the war put an international border dividing the Anishinabe and their waterways
country, the border lakes. The French nicknamed the people living in the International
Falls area "Sauteaux" (Saut = falls, eau = people of, x= plural). Now no one knows
that they are still Ojibwe except the Ojibwe!

+:

These are murmurings from Red America, the things my people taught me.

They: are

murmurings only because no one ever listened.--Written March 18, 1974, and©
by Mizinokamigok, or Mrs. Joseph Delano Gonier~ Minneapolis, Minnesota.

In a footnote to the above essay, Ms. Genier wrote:

I have been reading your Cataloging bulletin and appreciate greatly being in
at the ground floor. I think you are doing very important work and am happy
to have a small part in it. I must add that I neglected to explain that
Anishinabe is an Algonquin term meaning irwe natives of this country" and is
used by peoples speaking Anishinabe. We also apply the name to other Native
Americans who speak a different tongue, but add "Ma yeg," meaning "they use a
different or strange language."

Also, I might add that

11

Anishinabe mowin" can

be translated to mean "Algonquin language" (Anish = as already defined, i =
connective, nabe = male of species, mo= speech, and win makes the word into
a noun).

~"Negroes" ~- "Afro-Americans":

Continued

l.
On February 4, 1974, Chester S. Bunnell

ljjl~l,ll~ml!lliMl:!l;l~l:lkjjl:IUll;l\!llHJHl~Jlll:lnlkl~lijlijlHl»lill~'

Assistant Librarian, Readers' Services,
-

•

Benjamin F. Feinberg Litirary, :itate university College of Arts and Science,
Plattsburgh, N. Y. 12901, sent this message to Dr. E. J. Josev:
Hltlllllllltl~lllH!IIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIWllllllttlllilllll

I read with great interest your letter to Dr. Paul Smith, Jr., on the
Library of Congress' use of the term Negro, as reprinted in Sanford
Berman's Cataloging Bulletin #5. I agree and applaud your work as well
as that of the Black Caucus. I also have read Sanford Berman's Pr-ejudices

I

and Antipathies and have communicated @y high regards of that work.

But,
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as Dr. Smith states, LC continues to use the term 11 Negro 11 in seeming total
disregard of the expressed objections to it. In fact the 1972 supplement
to Subject Headings used in the Dictionary Catalos of !he Libravy of Congress
adds to the collection with new headings for nNegro Churches" and many new
sub-headings. (L.C. did create a heading for, "Black Panther Trial, New York,
1970-71. 11 )

Berman suggests in response to your letter the use of either "Afro-American"
or 11 Black 11 forms. Upon these forms, both of which I personally favor over
"Negro," I have two questions. First, does the Black Caucus have a preference
for either or a favored different term?
Second, are the terms 11 Black" and 11 Afro-American 11 likely to disappear from
use in a few years? I question this because a few years ago 11 Afro-American 11
seemed to be the most popular term, only to be replaced by 11 B1ack," thus I
was wondering whether both will likely be replaced by another in a short
while. I realize that that is no reason to stick; with the present term
"Negro"~ but it does point to a problem where one could end up with a very
disjointed catalog having books on ttBlacksn under several diffet>ent headings
or else complete recataloging every few years.
I would like to offer my applause and ai.y assistance I might be able to give
the Black Caucus in its efforts to change the LC Subject Heading ...

~£..i.....!!..:?.~!;'Y, Chief, Bureau of Academic and Research Libraries, Di vision of Library
Development, New York State Education Dept., 99 Washington Avenue~ Albany, N. Y.
12210, on February 7th replied:
I am indeed grateful to you for your gracious letter regarding my correspondence
with Dr. Paul Smith of the University of Cincinnati and Mr. Berman 1 s response to
our letters.
The Black Caucus has not taken a position on a subject heading to replace
11 Negro.n
However, I know that there is solid opposition to the continued
use of the nslave t:emlf by the majority of black Americans. I view black
Americans in the same manner as I view white Americans. However, for the
purpose of identifying the ethnic origins of the group, my preference would
be Afro-Americans. If Afro-American is used, there would be no disjointed
catalog.
In terms of describing the color of those of us who are of Afro-American
descent, 1 would like to remind you that I have used i:he word "black" in
two books that I published: The Black Librarian in America and What Black
Librarians~ Saying.
I do not envision the disappearance of the use of black or Afro-American
from our vocabulary in the years ahead. My dear sir, we have just found
pride in our heritage, which racism had str>ipped away, and we are not about
to return to the terrible days of slavery.
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Thank you for offering assistance in this area, and we will eagerly accept
your generous help. I am sure that Mr. Berman and Dr. Smith would like to
see your letter, so I am taking the liberty of sharing it with them.
With all best wishes,

P.E. ~. . . .f..~~1. . .!1.:....§.T.1!D. ,7.....d!.:.:.,

Professor-in-Charge, Afro-American Studies Dept.,
University of Cincinnati, Old Commons, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221, on February 19th
directed the following statement to Mr. Bunnell (with information copies to
Dr. Josey & the Bulletin editor):
This letter is written in support of Dr. E. J. Josey's expressions relative
to the L.C. catalog subject heading "Negro".
It is racist to think that the blame for the insulting catalog subject
heading and classification scheme regarding Black people is a condition
of disagreement on a name. There certainly is no evidence of common
agreement on names with Euro-Americans~ Nevertheless, the subject headings
have been changed and are being changed constantly. African-Americans know
the source of the problem in this matter and it is neither technical nor
money.
I have little confidence in the Library of Congress or the ALA under the
present leadership doing anything but offer stupid excuses for its present
behavior. Perhaps the likely solution will be one in which those head
librarians with "guts" begin the change in their own job situation.
Yours in African-Americanism.
Mr.Bunnell wrote to Dr, Smith on the 25th:
Thank you for your response to my letter to Dr. Josey, regarding LC
Subject Headings. It is very encouraging to find interest developing
in the "non-librarian 11 world. It serves to illustrate that librarians
must develop a more socially-oriented doctrine.
However, I was not defending nor condoning the present scheme of using
the heading 11 Negro" on the grounds of there being no agreement on a
particular name. My main concern was (1) Whether the Black Caucus had
agreed upon a heading to back and (2) Whether the development of AfroAmerican Studies had reached a point where the terms of discussion were
fairly well established.
I did not intend this as an argument for retaining the heading "Negro"
in the Library of Congress Subject Headings. I did intend it to serve
as a source of information for myself.
I believe you are entirely correct when you state that the problem is
neither "technical nor money." But neither is the problem, unfortunately,
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confined to the LC-ALA conglomerate.

I believe "welt librarians have been

much too lax in regard to the formation and continued use of subject headings.
I trust this letter will clarify my position to you. I am not condoning the
use of a prejudicial subject heading simply because of costs or technical
reasons, nor do I plan to use such reasons in the future. However, when I
do have a question concerning the state of the jargon of a field I will continue to pursue it. I am taking the liberty to send this reply to Dr. Josey
and Mr. Berman. I would like to hear further comments from you.
In the course of this exchange, Dr. Smith addressed an identical quet•y, dated
February 19th, to both the Chairperson of the RTSD/CCS Subject Analysis Committee
and Chief of LC's Subject Cataloging Division:
Not too long ago, I wrote a note to Mr. R. Wedgeworth, Executive Director of
ALA, requesting an explanation of the continuing use of the term "Negrou in

the Library of Congress subject heading which the ALA continues to support.
He replied that no serious objection had arisen within ALA to the term, which
I later determined was a lie.
The Black Caucus of ALA has brought this matter to the attention of ALA and
the Library of Congress. Now to put the question to you, what is being done
by the division or organization you represent to remove this insulting term

from the subject headings of libraries?
At press-time, no replies had yet been reported.
2.
The rightness of "Afro-Americans" as a proper substitute for "Negroes" was last

year affirmed by no less than ~~~~D...t.l"~-E.xer~ of Tanzania, easily one
of the world's most respected statesmen. In an interview published on p. 17 of
the May 1973 Africa (no. 21), the Tanzanian leader declared:

: There was a time when people in the United States with some African ancestry
$were almost ashamed to be reminded that their forefathers came from Africa.

i

I do not blame them.

First, the reminder was irrelevant, since they wanted

itheir rights as Americans. Secondly, colonial Africa was not a place to be
§particularly proud of! Since independence this situation has changed. Many
Afro-Americans (and the change of ~ is significant) look to independent
:Africa for inspiration and identity. Africa must not underestimate the Afro~American's psychological need for this source of inspiration and identity.

i

§rt has a potential strength because it contains an emotional commitment to
§Africa's success.

=

sJ How

Africa uses--or could use--such "kinetic energy 11 is another matter.

~I can say is that it is there to be used; it is real.

!

All

But its use need not

imply another 11 Back to Africa" movement, In that sense we must accept that
5Afro-Arnericans are Americans. Yet even in that sense they represent a strength
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5 for Africa, which Africa is not using. The "Irish-Americans" and "Jewish; Americans" are potent political forces, which no American government can

5 ignore for too long. That isn't true of the Afro-A.~ericans--yet. One of
5 the biggest and most active offices of the OAU should be in the United States
5 of America. The Afro-Americans of the USA must be made aware of the problems
~ of Africa, and in particular of the problems of Southern Africa.

~made to participate actively in favour of liberation.

They must be

Reciprocally, we in

§ Africa have a clear duty to show more active interest in their struggle for
~

a decent life through the universal acknowledgement of human equality.

3.
Should much, if any, doubt remain concerning the impropriety of "Negroes 11 and

the suitability of "Afro-Americans, 11 consider these remarks by vl9-_n'f.?sl;.c/~Y...Sc,ngil.,
an African, writing in the February 1971 East Africa journal (v. 8, no. 2), p. 12:
The term "Negro11 is as ambiguous as it is meaningless. It is used by white
America to deny the Afro-American his rightful title "African American,"
just as slaveholders used it to remove Africa from the slave's mind. The
continental African uses it to legitimize his difference from the noncontinental
African. It is a divide-and-rule term that serves both sides disgracefully.
Black people are African, period!
Further reinforcing the rejection of

11

Negro" as a term applicable to Africans,

the Hungarian historian, lcnd_re. _S_ik, emphasizes that "I speak of Sudanese peoples,
not of 'Negroes' nor of 'Sudanese Negroes. 1 The word 'Negro' is essentially a
contemptuous nickname, humiliating and offensive to any conscious son of the

Sudanese peoples. And since this term does neither theoretically nor practically
express anything positive and can thus be replaced, without detriment to any
scientific study, by the term

I

Sudanese peoples,' therefore it must be ignored. 11

While granting that a "part of the American nation calls itself 'Negro' on its
own accord," he adds that "it should be noted that this opinion is not generally
accepted" and that many American blacks "do their utmost to get rid of this name,
replacing it by different names, such as 'Afro-Americans' or 'Americans of African

descent,' etc. Cf. his History of Black Africa, 7th ed.; tr. by Sandor Simon
(Budapest: Akademiai Kiado, cl970), v. 1, p. 46.

+:

The Black Muslims have also expressed unequivocal opposition to the label,

11

Negroes. 11

According to C. Eric Lincoln, "like all other black nationalists, the Muslims do not
consider them;~i,.;.~5· -

-,-Ne·gro~·,5·. '

They resent and reject the word and its implications:

it is no more than 'a label the white man placed on us to make his discrimination
more convenient.'

For this reason, they rarely use the word 'Negro' without the

qualifier 'so-called.'" Cf. The Black Muslims in America (Boston: Beacon Press,
1961), p. 68. Noting elsewhere that a lower-class black regards "Negro" as a
nwhite man's word, which he sees as an epithet of contempt, 11 Lincoln observes that

"the black race has a rich cultural heritage, extending thousands of years into
the past; but the black men who were torn from their homes and shipped to the New
World in chains were carefully isolated from that heritage. The history of the
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Negl'.'0 1 begins in the tol'.'ments and degradation of slavery in America .•. The lower
class Negro is •.. agonizingly aware of what 'Negro• implies to most Americans, its
humulia ting connotations of white supremacy." Ibid. , p. 48. Moreover, surveys
conducted by both Ebony and ,Jet revealed a marked preference by readers for ttAfroAmericans, n with 11 black 11 ranking second, "and 'Negro' a weak third. t1 Cf. nWhat
should you say: 'Negro, ' 1 Black man, 1 'Afram' '?, 11 Interracial books for children,
v. 2, nos. 1/2 (Spring/Summer 1968), p. 2.
-1

*

for an 1899 book-title precedent, cf. James M, Guthrie's Camp-fires of the AfroAmerican; ££_, The colorBd ~ ~ ~ E_atriot, soldier, sailor, and Hero, in the
cause of Free America ••• 1 lately reissued by the Johnson Reprint Corp. Another
permutati~f the 11 Afro~ 11 form, nAfr,o-Cuban," has for some time enjoyed wide
acceptance. Cfq e.g., ~9.IJ... ~~t:r:'~f?.'S 1938 anthology, Orbita de la :poes{a afrocubana~ l928-1937s cited on p. 19 of Kraus Reprintts catalogue-,-"The black experience,
Series 1-:,.--The term is also employed as a distinct heading by Jahnheinz Jahn, who
edited and annotated the list. Also, as early as 1832, Black w;~~~""fn .. fio'~ton"formed
an "Afric American Female Intelligence Society, 11 while 60 years later the noted
journalist and crusader, ~.<:'.l~ .. ~~ .. ~~JJ:.13., implicitly favored the term in the very
titles of such articles as "Let the Afro-American depentl but on himself." And
!1?.r:'Y ..9.i?-~:;:--~J?...T.~!'~~~~.t in a May 14 ~ 1949, letter to the editor of the Washington
Post, made a public, well-reasoned appeal to "please stop using the word 'Negro,'n
declar•ing her' own prefe:r>ence for "African-American, 11 which reflected pride in 'having
the continent of Africa [asJ part of [herJ ancestral background. 11 It "is a great
pity~ 11 she declared, that 11 the word 1 Negro 1 was not outlawed in the Emancipation
Proclamation as it certainly should have bee:n. After people have been freed, it
is a cruel injustice to call them by the same name they bore as slaves. 11 Cf, Gerda
Lerna, ed., Black women in White America;~ documentary history (N.Y.: Vintage Books,
1973)t p. 437-40, 537-40, 547-50,

*

On the question of whether strictly "Blackn rubrics are prefer-able to "Afro- 11
constructions: Still another, surely unwelcome confusion--akin to BLACK WIT
AND HUMOR--that would result from converting "Negro 11 to "Blackn appears on p. 137
of the LC list: BLACK MARKET. And despite Songa's passionate declamation that
"Black people are Africans, period!," not ~ black or dark-hued persons claim
African descent. Perhaps several million lndic peoples, particularly concentrated
in northern Ceylon and Southern India, many distributed throughout Southeast Asia,
some in Africa and the Caribbean, are visibly black--blacker, in fact, than many
Afro-Americans--yet not African but rather "Australoid 11 in origin. So are the
approximately 60~000 so-called 11 Aborigines 11 in Australia. Thus an across-theboa:I'd Black/Africa identification necessarily mis-identifies a large segment
of humanity. ncolor" alone cannot honestl.y nor accU:r>at:ely serve as the touchstone
for classification. An ethnic/national taxonomy far more su.itably handles such
divisions and distinctions among mankind.
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~ "Easy

books":

The arguments for subject heads

l.

On February 15, 1973, HCL's Community Librarians, at a St. Louis Park meeting,
unanimously decided not to assign subject tracings to Easy titles. According
to a swnmary by S. Berman, the "concensus seemed to be that the difficulty of
locating and retrieving 'E' titles made the assignment of extensive added-entries
both pointless and wasteful." Participants at that meeting, however, did request
"extra emphasis upon relevant subject-access to juvenile fiction" and A/V materials.
As the following statements indicate, there are now opinions that support the introduction of subject headings for Easy books. Part of the rationale against such
tracings is the very real hang-up in finding a particular title. Admittedly, not
all of our community libraries are able to perfectly organize their "E" collections.
Although "Easies" are reservable, orders for them ar,e not easily nor quickly filled.
As with A/V materials, "E" books are tougher to locate than Adult titles. There
may be a limited number of copies and/or a shortage of personnel-time to hunt-down
a reserved item. But no matter how arduous the retrieval-process, "Easies" are not
necessarily less important nor vital than the perhaps better-organized material for
older children and adults.

*

Recently, several librarians successfully requested that Newbery and Caldecott
Medal books be traced (i.e., assigned what amounts to a bibliographic label:
NEWBERY MEDAL BOOKS and CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOKS). A large number of these titles
are "Easies." There is, therefore, an already demonstrated need to trace at least
some Easy books. We would like to see subject tracings made for all Easy titles,
just as they are for adult, juvenile, and A/V materials.--Sharon Theil, Cataloging
Section, TSD.
2.
I think easy books should be cataloged with all pertinent subjects. I would like
to see them cataloged as comprehensively as the tracings given in the Children's
Catalog or in the Elementary School Library Collection.

*

The card catalog at Hopkins has extensive subject entries for both easy and
children's fiction. Following
are some of my observations pertaining to easy
l
book users when there are subject headings available:
Our heaviest easy book users are: •preschool children
•beginning to read primary
•parents of the above
-nursery school teachers
-day care center teachers
.primary grade teachers
Preschoolers and primary grade school children often want books about
a certain topic.
Nursery school, day care, and primary school teachers almost always
want books about a certain topic.
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Primary school age children's natural curiosity and enthusiasm for
learning hasn't been completely stifled--motivation is there.
The most meaningful learning of card or book catalog use is often
through a subject approach, and always when the user is highly
motivated.
~

Parents are not as hesitant about asking for help in the children's
books as they are about asking in the adult books.
Parents often learn to use the catalog by helping their children
find things, thus becoming more independent and confident in using
the library.
If we have subjects for the books these highly motivated users want
they meet success on their first attempts at library catalog use.
Easy book users know the library has what they want and how to find
what they want. They naturally move into other parts of the collection
through subject access.

--Marjorie Joramo, Hopkins Community Library.
3.

These are the points I have considered in coming to my own conclusion that
subject headings for easy books are necessary.
A.

PATRON REQUEST OF EASY BOOKS BY SUBJECT

The patron (whether a student, parent or teacher) who requests easy books on
a particular subject has a legitimate reference question; however, there is
little to aid the patron in that search. Very few subject headings are given
to easy books in the HCL Book Catalog, and searching through the easy books
for a specific subject is a frustrating and time-consuming experience.
B.

LIBRARIAN'S PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF EASY BOOKS

A children's librarian who has direct daily contact with these books could
probably quite easily aid the patron. However, another librarian alone on
duty--Branch librarian, adult reference librarian, or substitute--could encounter
a great deal more trouble, depending on the subject requested, and the librarian's
own knowledge of easy books.
C. SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND OTHER TOOLS
It is possible to use Children•~ Catalog, Subject Guide to Children•~ BIP,
and various booklists in locating easy books by topic. The use of these
tools again depends on the subject and the librarian's familiarity with the
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booklists. Then too, the use of these lists can be awkward procedure because
often age level and HCL holdings must still be determined. There are also
subjects for which no subject booklists can be found.
D. HCL BOOK CATALOG AS AN EFFECTIVE TOOL
It would seem that for the HCL Book Catalog to be the effective tool we want it
to be, easy books should be given subject headings. There is, I think, a credibility
gap when something that a patron could reasonably expect to find in the book catalog
is not there. It does not matter to the patron why something does not appear. Only
remembered is that the book catalog failed to help in the search.
E.

"EASY" SUBJECTS REQUESTED AT THE BLOOMINGTON COMMUNITY LIBRARY

tFound in HCL book catalog

tFound in both Children's catalog and
Subject guide to Children's BIP

Alphabet books
Holidays
Nursery rhymes
tFound only in Subject guide
to Children's BIP

Adoption
Death
Divorce
• Possibly in various booklists, but otherwise not
found in standard sources
Emotions (anger, love, hate, etc.)
First day of school
New baby in family
Sex roles
Stories without words

Afro-Americans
Airplanes
Animals (farm, wild, zoo)
Automobiles
Birthdays
Boats
Circus
Counting books
Family relationships (grandmother, grand
father, etc.)
Friendship
Indians
Mexican-Americans
Pets
Rain
Snow
Trains
Trucks

--Sandy Louis, Bloomington Community Library.

~ "Stories

without words":

~

special kind of "Easy book"

l.

This is a different kind of book
from most books that you read
which have both words and pictures.
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This book has only pictures,
but the pictures themselves tell a story.
As you study and read the pictures,
you will find the need for words
to·fit the pictures.
Not everyone
will find the same story
in this book.
--From A. A. Watson's The river (1963).
2.
At a recent Children's Librarians Meeting there was some discussion about the
possible use of a subject heading in future book catalog editions to help library
users and staff locate books without words, As one librarian who works with children and their parents regularly in searching for such materials, I encourage the
inclusion of such an entry. We as librarians have access to specialized book lists
and Children'E_ Catalog to aid us in searching special subjects, but in order to make
the book catalog more consistently helpful to the patron it seems necessary to include such subject,headings for items which may not otherwise be located through
the catalog.--Carol LeDuc, Richfield Community Library.
3.
LC uses a tracing for easy books called STORIES WITHOUT WORDS. Normally, HCL does
not apply tracings to easy books, except for illustrators and titles. After discussion with Ethel Olson, Juvenile Books Selection Librarian, as well as Marjorie
McPeak and Nancy Larson, Southdale Children's Librarians, it was thought this
tracing might be a helpful exception. Indeed, within three weeks of beginning
this bibliographic project--whose fruits appear below--a patron made a specific
request for a list of "stories without words."

*

Non-word
definite
Since we
in HCL's

books are not new, nor are they numerous, although there has been a
upward trend in publishing this sort of book over the last five years.
began collecting non-word book titles we have identified 63, 49 of them
collection. Three such volumes arrived within the past two months.

*

Books-without-words have several unique uses. First, they can be "read" by preschoolers. Second, parents and teachers can use them to build a positive feeling
toward books among poor or non-readers. Third, they can be employed to encourage
using the imagination by allowing the child to tell the story in his or her own
words. Fourth, they can be utilized to show sequence--what comes first, second,
third--without the words being a distraction. Fifth, children can use them to
learn visual literacy, or how to read pictures.

*

~-~P.~ ..i.!~~?.1:~~t.made the point that books are not the only medium used in storytelling and visual literacy activities. Slides, filmstrips, and films can all
purvey "stories without words." Therefore, the LC heading, STORIES WITHOUT WORDS,
is probably the best, with "Books without words" and possibly "Picture books without words" or "Wordless picture books" as cross-references. Since this type of
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book might be especially useful in working with children who have reading problems,
cross-references should also appear from READING--REMEDIAL TEACHING and SLOWLEARNING CHILDREN, BOOKS FOR.--Sharon Pheil, Cataloging Section, TSD.
4.
What follows is a checklist of "Stories without words," diligently (and exuberantly)
compiled by Sharon Pheil. Asterisked items are owned by HCL.

Author

Title

1111111111111111111'

*Alexander, Martha G.
*Alexander, Martha G.
Amoss, Berthe
:':Anno, Mitsumasa
*Ardizzone, Edward
Asch, Frank
:':Barton, Byron
Baum, Willi
*Bolliger-Savelli, Antonella
:':carle, Eric
:':Carle, Eric
:':Carle, Eric
:':Carroll, Ruth
:':Carroll, Ruth
l':carroll, Ruth
Carroll, Ruth
Carroll, Ruth
*Espenscheid, Gertrude
*Ets, Marie Hall
:':Goodall,
:':Goodall,
:':Goodall,
:':Goodall,

John
John
John
John

s.
s.
s.
s.

*Goodall, John S.
:':Hamberger, John
*Hamberger, John
:':Hoban, Tana
:':Hoban, Tana
:':Hoe st, Bill
:':Hutchins, Pat
:':Krahn, Fernando
Krahn, Fernando
:':Mari, Iela
:':Mari, Iela

Date

,IIIIIIIIMIIIIIII

11111111111111

Bobo' s dream
Out! Out! Out!
By the sea
Topsy-turvies
Wrong side of the bed
Blue balloon
Elephant
Birds of a feather
Knitted cat
Do you want to be my friend?
1, 2, 3 to the zoo
Very hungry caterpillar
Christmas kitten
What Whiskers did
Witch kitten
Chimp and the clown
Rolling downhill
Oh ball
Talking without words. I can.
Can you?
Adventures of Paddy Pork
Ballooning adventures of Paddy Pork
Jacko
Midnight adventures of Kelly, Dot,
and Esmeralda
Shrewbettina's birthday
Lazy dog
Sleepless day
Look again!
Shapes and things
Taste of carrot
Changes, changes
How Santa Claus had a long and difficult journey delivering his
presents
Flying saucer full of spaghetti
Apple and the moth
Chicken and the egg

1970
1968
1970
1970
1971
1971
1971
1971
1968
1970
1970
1965
1973
1966
1968
1968
1969
1971
1972
1971
1971
1973
1971
1970
1967
1971
1970
1970
1969
1969
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Author

Title

1111111111111111111

111111111111111111

;':Mari, Iela
;':Mayer, Mercer
;':Mayer, Mercer
;':Mayer, Mercer
;':Mendoza, George
;':Mendoza, George
Meyer, Renate
Miller, Barry
*Mordillo, Guillermo
Olschewski, Alfred
1:Ringi, Kj ell
;':Ringi, Kj ell
Ross, Pat
;':Schick, Eleanor
1:Simmons, Ellie
;':Simmons, Ellie
1:Simmons, Ellie
;':Simmons, Ellie
Snyder, Agnes
Steiner, Charlotte
Sugano, Yoshikatsu
;':Ueno, Noriko
;':Ungerer, Tomi
;':ungerer, Tomi
*Ward, Lynd Kendall
*Watson, Aldren Auld
;':Wezel, Peter

Wondriska, William

~ At

random:

Magic balloon
Boy, a dog and a frog
Boy, a dog, a frog, and a friend
Frog, where are you?
And I must hurry for the sea is
coming in
The inspector
Vicki
Alphabet world
Damp and daffy doings of a daring
pirate ship
Winterbird
Magic stick
Winner
Hi fly
Making friends
Cat
Dog
Family
Wheels
Old man on our block
I am Andy
Kitten's adventure
Elephant buttons
One, two, where's my shoe?
Snail, where are you?
Silver pony
The river
Good bird
Long piece of strmg

Date

1111111111111

1967
1967
1971
1969
1970
1970
1969
1971
1971
1969
1968
1969
1974
1969
1968
1967
1970
1969
1964
1961
1973
1964
1962
1973
1963
1964

196.3

Not es , comments, etc.

The Intelligent woman'~ guide to dirty words, cited below, proposes this definition
for "Sexism":

i

The assumption that psychocultural traits are determined by biological sex
coupled with a belief in the inherent superiority of a particular sex and
its right to domination over the other.

The Barnhart dictionary of new English since 1963 on p. 421 carries an entry,
"patterned after racism," for
gsexism. n. discrimination based on a person's sex; sexual prejudice; specifically,

&discriminatory attitudes and practices against women in business, politics, art, etc ...
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And K~:r:'~~- ..I?~9.~~~- deliberately titled her 1974 Random House study on women and the
law, Sexist justice. Indeed, the jacket-subtitle reads: ·"How legal sexism affects
you." The foregoing data, then, indicate that "Sexism" distinctly means something,
and that material has definitely been published on that topic, thus constituting
"literary warrant" for its use in subject headings. These, however, are the two
CIP tracings for DeCrow's volume: 1. WOMEN--LEGAL STATUS, LAWS, ETC. 2. WOMEN-LEGAL STATUS, LAWS, ETC.--UNITED STATES. Acceptable as far as they go. But they
don't go nearly far enough, thereby missing the clearly-expressed "guts" of the
work,whic:hco.il..d be tidily conveyed by the phrase, SEXISM IN LAW ... More answers to
the question posed in Bulletin #5, p. 21: "Why all the fuss over 'humanizing' and
'desexifying' subject forms? Do mere words really make that much difference?"
Says ~<:1:r:'Y. ..~~~Y.lf~ .. ~.Y~~~- in the February 1974 School Library journal:
: It has been well established by sociologists and psychologists that the effect
:on children of negative stereotypes and derogatory images is to engender and
:perpetuate undemocratic and unhealthy attitudes that will plague our society
: for years to come.
For her complete article, "The image of American Indians projected by non-Indian
writers," seep. 546-49. And F. E. Auerbach observed in his ABC of race (Johannesburg:
Institute of Race Relations, 1·g10T;··p·:··so·..:.1·:-; one of the bad habits human beings have when they dislike people is to 'call
+them names.' This, of course, means to call them unpleasant names. There is
;a simple rule to follow about this. We should avoid all group names which are
+disliked by the people of whom we use them ... Some people maintain that these
;group names are affectionate nicknames, and that the groups concerned don't mind
+having them used of them: it is more or less like a pleasant joke. You can test
+this for yourself. Ask a person how he feels if you call him or her ... yid or goy,
twog or limey, kaffir or coolie ... Civilized human beings should avoid using all
+group names that offend those they describe. And if we get into the habit of
+correcting our friends when they use these names, a great deal of good will be
!done to human relationships ... The question of words is quite important: words
+can move us to do both noble and wicked deeds ...
Congratulations are due LC for making SAILORS' SONGS a cross-reference to SEA SONGS,
as reported in the February 1974 Music cataloging bulletin (v. 5, no. 2), p. 2.
Simultaneously, LC instituted several other "see" references, among them "Boatmen's
songs," "Merchant seamen's songs," and "Seamen's songs." All that remains now is
to innovate a non-gender substitute for SEAMEN, which still thrives in forms like
SEAMEN--HYMNS ... Last year HCL replaced DEVELOPING COUNTRIES with THIRD WORLD.
We've sJnce learned from Marvin Scilken that the Orange (New Jersey) Public Library
"has been using 'Third World' for some time." Do two libraries justify talking about
a "trend"? Maybe not. But there's growing evidence of just such a trend elsewhere.
For instance, the Fabian Society's monthly journal, Venture, lately metamorphosed
into Third world. Not long ago the Central Asian Research Centre in London began
publication of a 10-times-yearly magazine, USSR and the Third World, a "comprehensive
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review of reports and comment on Soviet and Chinese relations with the countries
of Asia, Africa, and Latin America." Additionally, the term figures often in
French-language studies as "Tiers Monde"; cf., e.g., Introduction a l'economie
sociale du Tiers Monde, by Arthur Doucy and Paul Bouvier (Brussels~Editions
de l'Institut de Sociologie, 1970), and the monographseries, Etudes "Tiers Monde,"
issued by the Presses Universitaires de France. And its scholarly acceptability
is implicit in the 1971 Cambridge University Press volume edited by Ronald Robinson:
Developing the Third World; the experience of the Nineteen Sixties ... An informal
meeting of faculty and students on the women's movement within the University of
Toronto's Faculty of Library Science took place last October. The group made
several suggestions, one being that "We recommend the investigation and analysis
of subject headings and other descriptors regarding women in the F.L.S. catalogue,
Canadian lists, Co-op, Cataloging, etc." We would be pleased to publish the results of that investigation in a future Bulletin ••• In a parallel development,
R:r.: .. ~~.+~~ ..13-:1,P.P.~?'.: ..\:lh~~--1=-~~ 1 author of Womanhood media ( Scarecrow Press, 1972) and
member of the ALA Council, SRRT Action Council, SRRT Task Force on the Status of
Women in Librarianship, and Association of Feminist Consultants, on April 2d made
this appeal to -~-~ .....J:i.~!!~.Y.. ~~~.-1:-~~.'!1~?1!.? Chairperson of the RTSD/CCS Subject Analysis
Committee:
5Booths are manned by women and children, in Louisiana a woman repre5 sentative is a legislatorman, and we have two female chairmen of
~accredited library schools!
iEnglish~language words, terms, and phrases reflect sexist attitudes
!towards females in patriarchal society. And they reflect them both in
§ concept and usage. One way of countering via professional librarianship is to tackle the whole area of subject-headings.

I

iAs a feminist librarian who has attempted to do something positive
about sexism in librarianship and media, may I urge your committee to
§make a formal statement to the press and to take a stand leading to
action for non-sexist subject-headings?

!

i

Having earlier this year innovated the subject-form, FLIGHT ATTENDANTS, we are happy
to record its journalistic use in the Jan./Feb. 1974 issue of the Berkeley tabloid,
Union W.A.G.E. The front-page headline reads: "TWU DOWNS TWA--WOMEN FLIGHT ATTENDANTS
BACKBONE-OF STRIKE" .•.

-tc

Apologies to Noel Peattie--and everyone else--for what has proven to be a brash, incorrect claim·:··--i,;,air{~iy~··the assertion, on p. 7, that "Freshmen"--although a male-geared,
subsuming term--isn't currently "germane to library-level ·cataloging." It IS, for a
check through the 1966-71 LCSH supplements produced by the University of California
Library Automation Program (1972) unearthed this new entry on p. 148:
•

College freshmen (Direct)
sa subdivision Freshmen under names of universities, colleges, etc.
xx College students
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And, even more embarrassingly, the head lately surfaced in HCL's own book-catalog:
on p. 218 of the 4th Supplement. So that lightly-dismissed "furor over sexist
semantics" is justified after all. Resuscitating the cheerfully-rendered advice
triggered by Peattie's remarks, we have, in the interim between typing that page
and this, dutifully and demotically recast COLLEGE FRESHMEN into COLLEGE FROSH,
with the bevy of cross-references shown in the next section. Noel, you are due
both our gratitude and contrition ..•

*

In a just-received, April 2d addendum to the "Eskimo"/Inuit discussion on p. 20-22,
T~p;~~--~~---~-'---~~~-~Y.• President of the !.i:i~A~.. J°?:P.t:1'.:'t~~"!=.. ~f. ..~?:~<:3-.4?:. confirms "that there
is strong preference in the usage of the word 'Inuit' as opposed to 'Eskimos' by my
people." He continues: "I might further clarify that when referring to an individual
the word 'Inuk' is used, two people 'Inuuk' and inuit' refers to all the people. I
trust the above will serve as necessary support towards implementation of the word
'Inuit' into your catalogues." It does, indeed. And now the "burden of proof" rests
with all libraries and scheme-makers still clinging to the demonstrably non-indigenous
and undesirable term, "Eskimos."
~HCL subject-form additions and revisions
Form

Remarks

·1111n111111111111t

·m1111111111111111111tn11111nm

"ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN"

New; assigned, e.g., to I, T. Sanderson's
Abominable snowmen: legend ~ to life
(1961) and D. Quinn's Land & sea monsters
(1971), which includes "Abominable Snowman"
chapter.

"ACID" (DRUG)

New cross-reference to LYSERGIC ACID DIETHYLAMIDE;
authority: Barnhart dictionary o f ~ English~
1963 (Bronxville, N.Y.: Barnhart/Harper & Row,
1973), p. 30,

"ACID ROCK" MUSIC

t

New cross-reference to ROCK MUSIC; defined in
Barnhart dictionary,p. 30.

AEROBICS

t

New; sa-reference made from EXERCISE; defined
in Barnhart dictionary,p:-33; assigned, e.g.,
to K. H. Cooper's Aerobics (1968) and New aerobics
(1970), as well as M. and K. H. Cooper'sAerobics
for women (1972).

AFRIKANERS

New, replacing "Boers"; cross-referenced from
abandoned form; authorities: Subject headings
employed at the Makerere Institute of Social
Research Library (Kampala: Makerere Univ. Library,
1972), p. 10-11, and "Glossary" in P. M. Allen &
A. Segal's Traveler's Africa (1973), p. 903.
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Form

Remarks
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INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
IN LITERATURE

New; assigned, e.g., to T. M. Pearce's Oliver
La Farge (1972), no. 191 in Twayne's United
States authors series .

....... INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
.,,., --PERSECUTIONS

New subhead; assigned, e.g., to C. D. Eby's
"That disgraceful affair," ~ fil.2&k !:!IDlk.
War (1973) and (with --FICTION subhead)
F. M. Daves' Cherokee woman (1973).

INSTINCTIVISM (PSYCHOLOGY)

New; assigned, e.g., to E. Fromm's Anatomy of
human destructiveness (1973), which includes
"parts" titled "Instinctivism, Behaviorism,
Psychoanalysis" and "Evidence against the
Instinctivist thesis."

INTELLECT AND HEREDITY

New; cross-referenced from "Heredity and
intellect"; assigned, e.g., to A. R. Jensen's
Educability and group differences (1973).

INTELLECT AND RACE (BIOLOGY)

+

New; cross-referenced from "Race (Biology)
and intellect"; assigned, e.g., to above-noted
Jensen title.

INTERNATIONAL INTRIGUE

New; cross-referenced "Intrigue, International";
sa-reference made from and to SPIES; assigned,
-;:-g. (with --FICTION subhead), to P. Nord's
Le 13e suicide (1970) .

•

INUIT

New, replacing ESKIMOS; cross-referenced from
"'Eskimos,'" "'Esquimaux,'" "Innuit"; authorities:
above-printed statements by S. Cheda and M. Davis;
Grand Larousse encyclopedigue (1962), v. 6, p. 203;
Dictionary of Canadianisms on historical principles
(1967), p. 241, 384.

IRISH-AMERICANS

New; LCSH precedents: IRISH-AMERICAN NEWSPAPERS,
IRISH-AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR (7th ed., p. 672);
assigned, e.g., to P. Reb's Confessions of~
future Scotsman (1973), the autobiography of an
American who discovered--at age 20--that he was
of Scottish rather than Irish descent.

JEWISH-AMERICAN FICTION

New; assigned, e.g., to J. Dann's Wandering stars;
an anthology of Jewish fantasy and science fiction
(1974).
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Form

Remarks

KEYPUNCHING

New cross-reference to PUNCHED CARD SYSTEMS.

KRAMER, BENNY

New; cross-referenced from "Benny Kramer";
assigned, e.g. (with --FICTION subhead), to
J. Weidman's Tiffany Street (1974).

KLU-KLUX KLAN

New cross-reference to KU-KLUX KLAN.

lll~IIIIIIIIIJIHIII
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[) LANDSAILERS AND LANDSAILING

New; "see also" reference made to SAND-YACHTS;
assigned, e.g., to above-noted Siposs title.

[) LEGISLATIVE REFORM

New; assigned, e.g. (with --UNITED STATES
subhead), to above-noted Moffett title.

(;LIBERATION PSYCHIATRY

New; assigned, e.g., to T. S. Szasz's Myth of
mental illness ... (1961); on the "'Liberation'
movement in psychiatry," cf. R. Bottomley's
remarks in S. Berman's Prejudices and antipathies
(1971), p. 224.

LIEUTENANT REARDON

New; cross-referenced from "Reardon, Lieutenant";
assigned, e.g. (with --FICTION subhead), to R. L.
Fish's Bank job (1974).

[) LIGHT VERSE

New; cross-referenced from "Comic verse,"
"Humorous verse"; defined in 1966 unabridged
Random House dictionary, p. 830; assigned, e.g.,
to 0. Nash's Ave Ogden! Nash in Latin (1973).

LIQUOR PROBLEM

Deleted as primary head; re-introduced as crossreference to ALCOHOLISM.

LOCH NESS MONSTER

New; assigned, e.g., to E. D. Baumann's Loch Ness
monster (1972) and above-noted Quinn title, which
includes chapter on "The Loch Ness Monster."

MENSTRUATION

New "see also" reference from OVULATION.

MOENJO-DARO (INDIC CITY)

New; assigned, e.g., to above-noted Hamblin
title, which includes chapter titled "Sophistication in Moenjo-Daro."

[) MONOGAMY

New; term appears, with discrete notation, in DDC
18, p. 612, 2219; sa-reference made from MARRIAGE;
assigned, e.g., toR. E. Burger's Love contract
(1973), which includes chapter titled "Is monogamy
obsolete?"
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANTIQUE

New; cross-referenced from "Antique musical
instruments"; assigned, e.g. (with --CONSERVATION
AND RESTORATION subhead), to I. Sloane's Guitar
repair (1973), which includes chapter on
"Restoration techniques for antique instruments."

MUSICAL SHOWS/MUSICALS

New cross-references to MUSICAL REVUES, COMEDIES,
ETC.

NATURAL GARDENING

New cross-reference to ORGANICULTURE.

NEWBERY MEDAL BOOKS

New scope-note: "Here are entered Medal-winning
titles in the HCL collection."

NEWBERY MEDAL BOOKS-HISTORY AND CRITICISM

New subhead; assigned, e.g., to L. Kingman's
Newbery and Caldecott medal books: 1956~
(1965) and B. E. M. Miller's Newbery Medal
books: 1922-1955 (1955).

,11111-lllllll

► OPERETTAS

► OVERWEIGHT

1111-nn-

New; cross-referenced from "Light operas,"
"Operas, light"; formerly appeared as "see"
reference to MUSICAL REVUES, COMEDIES, ETC.
New, replacing CORPULENCE; cross-referenced from
"Corpulence," "Fatness," "Weight control (Physiology)";
sa-references made to "Cookery for weight control,"
"Low-calorie diet,"""Tr"Low-fat diet," "Reducing
exercises."

P.O.W. 'S

New cross-reference to PRISONERS OF WAR.

PAPACY AND FASCISM

New; cross-referenced from "Fascism and the Papacy";
assigned, e.g., to A. R. E. Rhodes' Vatican in the
age of the dictators, 1922-1945 (1973).

PERIODICALS--CATALOGING/
SERIAL PUBLICATIONS-CATALOGING

New cross-references to CATALOGING OF SERIAL
PUBLICATIONS.

PIGEONS, PASSENGER

New cross-reference to PASSENGER PIGEONS.

PLAINS INDIANS

New cross-reference to INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA-GREAT PLAINS.

POETS, WOMEN

New cross-reference to WOMEN POETS.
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POLITICAL ASYLUM

New cross-reference to ASYLUM, RIGHT OF.

(>POLITICIANS, MINNESOTAN

'11111111111111111111111111111111111

New; cross-referenced from "Minnesotan
politicians"; assigned, e.g., to B. Stuhler's
Ten men of Minnesota and American foreign policy .
..JJllll.3-1968 (1973).

PRACTICAL JOKES, APPALACHIAN

New; cross-referenced from "Appalachian practical
jokes"; assigned, e.g., to J. Still's Way down
yonder on Troublesome Creek; Appalachianriddles
and rusties (1974).

PRANKS/RUSTIES

New cross-references to PRACTICAL JOKES.

PRISONER AUTHORS

New, replacing "Prisoners as authors"; crossreferenced from "Authors, prisoner"; assigned,
e.g., to R. Engelbarts' Books in stir (1972).

PRISONERS' WRITINGS,
AFRO-AMERICAN

New; cross-referenced from "Afro-American
prisoners' writings"; assigned, e.g., to
E. Cleaver's Soul on ice (1967, cl968).

PSYCHEDELIC DRUGS

New cross-reference to HALLUCINOGENIC DRUGS.

PSYCHEDELIC EXPERIENCE

New; cross-referenced from "Mind expansion";
"Psychedelic" defined in Barnhart dictionary,
p. 383-84; assigned, e.g., to E. Rosenfeld's
Book of highs; 250 ways to alter consciousness
without drugs (1973).

(>RACISM IN. LAW

◊RECIPES
(> RECYCLING (WASTE, ETC.)

New; assigned, e.g. (with --UNITED STATES subhead),
to F. B. Latham's Dred Scott Decision, March_§_,~
( 1968).
New cross-reference to COOKERY; deleted as "see"
reference to RECEIPTS.
New; sa-references made both from and to SALVAGE
(WASTE-,-ETC.), as well as from CONSERVATION OF
NATURAL RESOURCES; "Recyclable" and "Recycle"
defined in Barnhart dictionary, p. 397; form
appears in LCSH 1972 supplement, p. 281, solely
as "see"-referent to SALVAGE (WASTE, ETC.);
assigned, e.g., toH. R. Russell's Earth, the
great recycler (1973).
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RELIGION AND CONSCIOUSNESS

New; cross-referenced from "Consciousness and
religion"; assigned, e.g., to above-noted
Rosenfeld title, which includes material on
religious avenues to mind-expansion.

► RHYTHM AND BLUES MUSIC

RIDDLES, APPALACHIAN

New; cross-referenced from 11 R & B music,"
"Soul music"; sa-referents made from BLUES
(SONGS, ETC.),ROCK MUSIC; defined in Barnhart
dictionary, p. 405.
New; cross-referenced from "Appalachian riddles";
assigned, e.g., to above-noted Still title.

► ROCK

MUSICIANS

New; assigned, e.g. (with --CORRESPONDENCE,
REMINISCENSES, ETC. subhead), to above-noted
Davis/Gallagher title.

► ROCK

OPERAS

New; sa-references made from OPERAS, ROCK MUSIC;
assigned, e.g., to A. L. Webber's Jesus Christ
superstar;~ rock opera (Decca DXSA 7206).

►SAAME

New, replacing LC's "Lapps"; cross-referenced
from "'Lapps,'" "Sab'me," "Same," "Samer";
assigned, e.g., to E. M. Manker's People of
eight seasons; the story of the Lapps (1963);
authorities: above-printed statement by
R. Johnson; Manker,~- cit., p. 9, 42, 50;
Einar Haugen, ed., Norwegian English dictionary
(1965), p. 239, 343.

►SAAMISH
►SAND

LANGUAGE

CREEK MASSACRE,

1864

SCOTTISH-AMERICANS

New, though not yet active, replacing LC's
"Lappish language"; cross-referenced from
abandoned form; authority: above-cited
sources under SAAME.
New, replacing SAND CREEK, BATTLE OF, 1864; sareferences made from INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA-GOVERNMENT RELATIONS and INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA-PERSECUTION; ample evidence can be furnished on
request to document that LC's "Battle"-form
tragically and unpardonably misrepresents the
event.
New; assigned, e.g., to above-noted Reb Title.
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SEA BATTLES

New cross-reference to NAVAL BATTLES.

'SEXISM IN CHRISTIANITY

New; assigned, e.g., to above-noted Daly title.

'SEXISM IN LAW

New; sa-references made from and to WOMEN-LEGALSTATUS, LAWS, ETC.; assignecf-:- e.g., to
K. DeCrow's Sexist justice (1974).

'SEXISM IN MANAGEMENT

New; assigned, e.g., to Corporate lib:
women'£ challenge to management (1973).

SNOWSHOE RABBITS

• SOLDIERS--RIGHTS

SOUL MUSIC

tsoUTH

AFRICANS

New; "see also" references made from HARES,
RABBITS; assigned, e.g. (with --FICTION subhead),
to M. Schlein's Rabbit's world (1973) .
New subhead; assigned, e.g., to S. H. Loory's
Defeated; inside America'£ military machine
(1973).
New cross-reference to RHYTHM AND BLUES MUSIC,
MUSIC--AFRO-AMERICANS; defined in Barnhart
dictionary, p. 436.
New, replacing "Negroes in South Africa"; crossreferenced from "Black South Africans," "'Negro'
South Africans"; scope-note: "Here are entered
works on Black South Africans." [forms for other
ethnic/national/racial groups in South Africa:
AFRIKANERS, ANGLO-SOUTH AFRICANS, ASIAN-SOUTH
AFRICANS, "COLORED PEOPLE" (SOUTH AFRICA).]

SPORTS AND THE MASS MEDIA

New; cross-referenced
assigned, e.g., to J.
society; an anthology
titled "Sport and the

SPOTLIGHT CLUB

New; assigned, e.g. (with --FICTION subhead), to
F. P. Heide and S. W. VanClief's Hidden box mystery
(1973), a "Spotlight Club mystery."

STOCK CAR RACING

New cross-reference to AUTOMOBILE RACING.

• STUDENTS--RIGHTS

from "Massmedia and sports";
T. Talamini's Sport and
(1973), which includes section
mass media."

New subhead; assigned, e.g., to above-noted Severn
title, which includes chapter on "Privacy in school. 11
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SYNTHESIZER MUSIC

New cross-reference to ELECTRONIC MUSIC and
MOOG SYNTHESIZER MUSIC.

D{)TAX REFORM
TECHNOLOGY, ANCIENT

DD TEEN-AGERS--RIGHTS

New; assigned, e.g. (with --UNITED STATES
subhead), to above-noted Buckley title.
New, complementing SCIENCE, ANCIENT; crossreferenced from "Ancient technology'~; assigned
e.g., to C. A. Ronan's Lost discoveries; the
forgotten science of th~cient world (1973),
which includes material on clock-making, tornbbuilding, and machinery.
New subhead; assigned, e.g., to Children'~ rights:
toward the liberation of the child (1971), which
includes R. Ollendorff's ~ay, "The rights of
adolescents."

THANATOLOGY

New cross-reference to DEATH.

THREE INVESTIGATORS

New; assigned, e.g. (with --FICTION subhead), to
M. V. Carey's Alfred Hitchcock and the three investigators in The mystery of Moost~Mountain
(1973).

D{) TIME

TRAVEL

New; cross-referenced from "Travel through time";
sa-references made to and from SPACE AND TIME;
assigned, e.g. (with--FICTION subhead), to
C. D. Simak's Our children'~ children (1974).

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION

New; cross-referenced from "TM"; assigned, e.g.,
to A. Norvell's Miracle power of transcendental
meditation (1972) and J. Forem's Transcendental
meditation (1973).

TRIALS (ANTITRUST)

New; assigned, e.g., to D. B. Tinnin's Just about
everybody~- Howard Hughes_ (1973).

URBAN-RURAL MIGRATION

New; assigned, e.g., to G. Lodsdon's Homesteading;
how to find ~ independence on the land (1973).

DO URBAN-SUBURBAN
INTEGRATION

New; cross-referenced from "Suburban-urban integration"; assigned, e.g. (with --UNITED STATES subhead),
to above-noted Downs title.
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VTR'S

New cross-reference to VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS
AND RECORDING.

VINLAND (NORSE SETTLEMENT)

New; cross-referenced from "Vineland (Norse
Settlement)," "Wineland (Norse Settlement)";
sa-reference introduced from AMERICA-DISCOVERY AND EXPLORATION--NORSE; assigned,
e.g., to M. Magnusson's Viking expansion
westwards (1973), which includes chapter
titled "Vinland: North America discovered."

'lllll!llllllllllllllll

~ VOCAL MUSIC (POPULAR
.,. SONGS, ETC. )

•

•

New; cross-referenced from "Popular vocal music";
sa-reference made to ROCK MUSIC.

WALLPAPERING

New cross-reference to PAPER-HANGING.

WAR GAMES

"See also" references introduced to this form
from BATTLES, IMAGINARY WARS AND BATTLES, MILITARY
ART AND SCIENCE, and STRATEGY, as well as both from
and to MILITARY MINIATURES .

WATERGATE SCANDAL

New; active LC form: WATERGATE AFFAIR, 1972assigned, e.g., to above-noted Watergate hearings.

WATERGATE SCANDAL-LEGISLATIVE BRANCH ASPECTS

New; cross-referenced from "Watergate Scandal-Senate investigation"; assigned, e.g., to S.
Tretick's They could not trust the king (1974).

WATERGATE SCANDAL--MASS
MEDIA ASPECTS

New; assigned, e.g., to J. M. Perry's Us & them:
how the press covered the 1972 election(l973),
in which "the author discusses Watergate both
in terms of the ... election and ... its future
implications."

WELFARE REFORM

New; cross-referenced from "Public welfare reform";
assigned, e.g. (with --UNITED STATES subhead), to
above-noted BucklEW title.

WEST IRIAN

New cross-reference to IRIAN BARAT; authority:
Chui-Chun Lee,~- cit., p. 425 .

• WHALE SOUNDS

New; assigned, e.g., to phonodisc, Songs of the
Humpback Whale.
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WOMEN AND CHILD WELFARE

New; cross-referenced from "Child welfare and
women"; assigned, e.g., to B. R. Mandell's
Where are the children? (1973), which includes
chapter on "The status of women in Child Welfare."

WOMEN AND POLITICS

New; cross-referenced from "Politics and women";
sa-references made to POLITICIANS, WOMEN and
WOMEN LEGISLATORS; assigned, e.g., to J. Addams'
Women at the Hague (1972, cl915).

[) WOMEN ATHLETES

New; cross-referenced from "Athletes, Women";
assigned, e.g., to above-noted Talamini title,
which includes section on "Women and sport."

[)woMEN BIOLOGISTS

New; cross-referenced from "Biologists, women";
assigned, e.g., to J. L. Latham's Rachel Carson:
who loved the sea (1973).

----

[) WOMEN DETECTIVES

r\ WOUNDED KNEE
l/ 1890

MASSACRE,

New; cross-referenced from "Detectives, women";
assigned, e.g. (with --FICTION subhead), to
J. Porter's Meddler and her murder (1973, cl972).
New, replacing WOUNDED KNEE CREEK, BATTLE OF, 1890;
sa-references made from INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA--GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
- and
- INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA-PERSECUTION; ample evidence can be furnished on
request to document that LC's "Battle"-form
tragically and unpardonably misrepresents the
event.

Select current bibliography
--Baker, Jack: Gay rights statutory language/definitional concept of gayness
(Minneapolis: Author, 2929 40th Ave. S., 55406, Feb. 11, 1974). 7 p. In this
document directed to "recipients of Gary Schoener's memo on the term 'homosexual'
in the context of the Human Rights ordinance, dated December 16, 1973" [cited in
Bulletin #5, p. 4J, Baker records and synthesizes reactions from both Gays themselves and "mental health professionals." It's an important theoretical distillation,
the key conclusion perhaps being that "There are three fundamental dimensions of
human-ness: affections, physical genital contact and partnering." After positing
that tri-partite concept, Baker argues that "homosexuality" has popularly and otherwise been construed solely in "physical" terms, thus failing to acknowledge the
equally significant "affectional" and "partnering" dimensions or aspects of Gayness.
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Under Baker's by-line, what amounts to a summary of this paper appeared on the
Editorial Page of the March 19, 1974, Minneapolis Star as "Defining 'gayness'
under the law."
--Bunnell, Chester S.: "LC cataloging complaint," Library journal, v. 99, no. 2
(Jan. 15, 1974), p. 83. The letter-writer applauds LC's innovation of CRIMES
WITHOUT VICTIMS, but strongly objects to "Birth control--Law and legislation"
as an sa-reference under the new form. Says Bunnell: "Since birth control is
widelyaccepted in the U.S. and other countries as morally and legally correct,
I believe it is monstrous to include such a reference under this ••. heading.' Even
aborti~n, probably the most controversial form of birth control, is legal in many
sections of the U.S .... But to include Birth Control as a SA reference reflects
bias implications as to the moral and legal nature of the subject, implications
that I believe should not appear in the LC Subject Headings." Well-put, brother~
--Dickinson, Elizabeth: "The word game," Emergency librarian!, v. 1, no. 3 (Feb. 1974),
p. 2-7. The author, an HCL cataloger, pulls together writings on sexism, ageism and
racism as reflected in language patterns and shows how the linguistically conservative Subject headings used in the dictionary catalogs of the Library of Congress
perpetrates separate and unequal categorization of women, children, and the handicapped, as well as racial and ethnic minorities. Playing the word game would be
a consciousness-raising event with long-lasting consequences for library folk.
--Janet S. Kinney, Southdale Information Services.
In relation to the as terminology [e.g., WOMEN AS ARTISTS, WOMEN AS TEACHERS], I
believe they have finally gotten the fact of this as "subsuming terminology"
through their heads. They have dropped all as forms in children's literature
subject headings. Unfortunately, the only changes we will see in adult headings
will be those that don't involve altering too many cards. LC undoubtedly has a
policy similar to Brooklyn's: if a subject heading change does not affect more
than ten to fifteen cards, we make it. If it involves more than ten to fifteen,
we put in strange references referring the user to the new subject heading for
works cataloged after a certain date. The glories of an automated book catalog
are not to be underestimated! All of which is just to say that LC must be pushed,
and pushed, ad nauseum, to close off their catalogs so that they,will feel free to
take a look at the subject heading list and the revisions it cries out for without
being burdened by clerical considerations.

*

But I do not know if even their independent examination of the list will be of
benefit ... The mention of changes in as forms in the '72 Supplement prompted me
to look and see what they had done. The heading that caught my attention was
WOMEN IN LITERATURE. For some arcane reason or other, they have dropped WOMEN
IN DRAMA and WOMEN IN POETRY and made these cross-references to WOMEN IN LITERATURE,
Why? Did they believe that this was in response to some criticism? Was not enough
material collecting under the two specific headings? I don't know the answer, but
it is obvious that they are spending time revising subject headings relating to
women which are perfectly valid instead of working on those that are invalid.
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I hope people pick up on the idea of playing a word game. Catalogers and users
working with individual headings may be struck by peculiarities, but it is only
when you examine headings as an independent exercise that you become aware of the
pattern of discrimination that exists.--Joan K. Marshall, Chief Cataloger, Brooklyn
College Library, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11210.
--Hagler, Ronald: "Cataloging and Classification Section report," Library resources
£ technical services, v. 17, no. 4 (Fall 1973), p. 442-44. This RTSD/CCS rundown,
an annual event, ostensibly accentuates "two notable controversies ... : the International Standard Bibliographic Description ... , and rules for cataloging nonbook
materials." Except that the "controversial" elements of both issues are so nicely
muted that it's hard to understand the bases for any disagreement or discomfiture.
In fact, the "report" largely emphasizes committee mechanics and better tactics
for "presenting the American viewpoint in the world of cataloging." In a word, it
is bloodless.

*

If Hagler's piece were the sole source of information on the ISBD "controversy,"
one would naturally conclude that "acrimony" over the new format originated mainly
"from the fact that independent committees from several sections and even several
divisions were' concerned with the end product, yet each knew too little of the
others' work." With all due respect, no such structural analysis adequately
explains the "acrimony." Which continues. Rather, many objections center on
the validity and usefulness of the "end product" itself--and not merely on how
it got that way.

*

While the author mentions "strains" regarding the codification of A/V rules and
standards, he neglects to cite the substantive reasons for these "strains,"
medium-terminology, call-number prefixes, collation-content, and "early warning
statements" being foremost among them.

*

The Subject Analysis Committee enjoys about 8 lines of attention, most of it
devoted to the "subcommittee project on headings for correctional materials."
The best that can be said of that coverage is that it succeeds in noting that
the Committee exists. And not much more. For the underscored subcommittee,
though surely alive, has even at this late date not wholly determined its own
parameters, much less undertaken any major study. This portion of the report
could however, have been redeemed by at least recording that Chicanos demanded
subject-heading redress through the c6mmittee, inviting similar "input" by other
concerned groups, advocating greater reference/cataloging interaction, and indicating the degree to which individual libraries & systems have independently
(and often creatively) departed from LC's centralized "leadership."

*

Greatly appreciated in next year's "report" would be some discussion of better
tactics for presenting the front-line, grass-roots "American viewpoint" in the
world of American cataloging.
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--Intelligent woman'£ guide to dirty words; English words and phrases reflecting
sexist attitudes toward women in patriarchal society, arranged according to usage
and idea (Chicago: Loop Center YWCA, 1973). 50 p. This 1st volume of the projected "Feminist English dictionary" pinpoints discrimination inherent in the
English (or, more appropriately, Manglish) language, pulling together many ,of
the subsuming, debasing terms commonly applied to women as they appear in standard
dictionary definitions.--F.lizabeth
Dickinson. Also includes both prose and verse
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllftlllllllflllll
"commentaries," as well as a 13-entry bibliography "On women and the English
language." Publisher's address: Loop Center YWCA, 37 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60603.
--Lee, Chui-Chun: "A preliminary list of geographic subject headings for Asian
countries," Library resources§_ technical services, v. 17, no. 4 (Fall 1973),
p. 405-25. "A guide to help catalogers identify materials pertaining to Asia"
and "a tool to up-date geographic subject headings to conform with the Library
of Congress ruling" that "'when the name of a country, state, city, etc. has
been changed without substantially affecting its territorial identity, all
subject entries are made under the new name regardless of the period covered
by works being cataloged.'" A potentially helpful roster, particularly for
establishing fullsome cross-references and differentiating between discrete
geographic and political units, it does not--having been written in 1972-reflect LC's recent and widely-ramifying decision to drop the gloss, "(People's
Republic of China, 1949)," in favor of placing all works dealing with the
mainland under just plain CHINA. Further, since "comments and suggestions"
are solicited, it would be an easily-accomplished gesture of respect to the
many independent Asian nations to enclose adjectival modifiers for former
European colonial powers in quote-marks; e.g., "French" Indochina, "German"
New Guinea. And to appropriately designate time-spans of foreign dominion
under subheads like --HISTORY, there might be models given such as IRIAN BARAT,
INDONESIA--HISTORY--COLONIAL PERIOD, ca. 1828-1962. Or, when more than one alien
ruler is involved, transferring the focus this time to a still-colonized African
territory:
AFRICA, SOUTHWEST
--HISTORY
--COLONIAL PERIOD (GERMAN), 1884-1915
--COLONIAL PERIOD (SOUTH AFRICAN), 1915--Lipner, Nancy: "The vanishing woman act," Majority report, Dec. 1973, p. 16.
A reference/cataloging horror story, relating the author's rugged quest for an
explanation from NYPL of why "certain women writers' last names were being changed
from what appeared to be their maiden names to their married names." After a classic
pass-the-buck sequence, a PR-person invoked conformity with LC anti-pseudonym rules
to justify the maiden-name zapping. Ms. Lipner then asked "if a 'maiden' name was
considered to be a pseudonym." The answer: Yes, it apparently was, but "men would
be affected by this new rule also." Which prompted this exclamation from Ms. Lipner:
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"It's fairly obvious that one hell of a lot more women are going to be affected
by this rule than men. If these women had wanted to publish under their married
names, they would have done so in the first place. Back to those wonderful days
of yore when you got married and vanished from the face of the earth." Well, not
quite "vanish." In this instance, you simply become a cross-reference to your
hubby.
--Malinconico, S. Michael and Rizzolo, James A.: "The New York Public Library
Automated Book Catalog Subsystem," Journal of library automation, v. 6, no. 1
{March 1973), p. 3-26. The writers telescope highly technical information on
NYPL's monumental book catalog system into this compact and fairly readable
article. They begin with the interesting background as to why a computerized
bibliographic system seemed advisable, perhaps even imperative, in NYPL's
situation. The general description of the automated book catalog subsystem
that follows emphasizes the flexibility of the system, a characteristic that
allows Hennepin County Library to use part of NYPL's system successfully. The
third section gets into systems flow and program description, rather heavy reading for the layperson.

iC

As the authors•state, "the authority control file provides the fundamental
utility of the system." Therein lies the uniqueness of New York's system.
One authority transaction will change a single subject, author, added entry
or series heading for all bibliographic records which contain that heading.
New York's authority system comes equipped with a full range of cross-references
and notes, which may be manipulated as needed.

iC

Despite man-machine problems that may arise whenever a major system is computerized,
the NYPL automated book catalog subsystem demonstrates that in the area of bibliographic control 11 the mindless consistency of the computer" can sometimes be put to
profitable use in relieving humans of dehumanizing routine tasks.--Elizabeth
Dickinson.
--Massonneau, Suzanne: "Which code for the multimedia catalog?," School media
quarterly, v. 2, no. 2 (Winter 1974), p. 116-22. Ms. Massonneau once again
restates for those of us involved in cataloging non-print materials what a complicated and confused situation we are in, and once again we are presented with
no suggestions nor alternatives which might aid us in overcoming our supposed
dilemma. She (although her pronoun for cataloger is consistently "He") reminds
us that we do not presently have (but for some reason desperately need) a standardized code from the Library of Congress and AACR-folk, and that such a code will not
be available in the immediate future. Although she states that "it is too late in
the day to wait to see what's going to happen next," she stresses the impossibility
of cataloging media without a standard code. She analyzes recent media publications vis-a-vis the guidelines they're providing for us, but goes on to explain
that this is not the time for "do-it-yourself" cataloging. In short, she advises
us to make decisions. But wait.
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Hennepin County does not seem t0 be suffering the dilemmas the author says
we should be, so we're beginning to wonder if we've done something wrong.
We realized the need for an integrated book/media collection. We knew the
needs of our own public. And we developed a media cataloging philosophy
and code. Rules for Cataloging Audio-Visual Materials at Hennepin County
Library has been in use for the past year, during which time many different
kinds of media have been cataloged, processed and circulated. From the feedback we've received from our own library staff, our patron~ and colleagues
who are developing their own procedures, we don't feel we've made a mistake
in applying the "do-it-yourself" method. How long must we sacrifice the media
materials themselves and the users' needs by our own inability
to find a
"perfect" solution (i.e. one that is LC-standard)? We have not found the
situation to be impossible at all. Therefore, we urge other libraries to
make their own decisions according to their users' needs and to develop their
own media-cataloging codes.--Linda Running.
--United States. Library of Congress. Subject Cataloging Division: Library of
Congress subject headings; quarterly cumulative supplement to the 8th edition,
,January-March 1973 (Washington, D.C.: 1973). 48 p. To the predictable anguish
of the people who produce Title varies, the venerable "Red Book's" name will
change, once the full 8th edition appears later this year, from Subject headings
used in the dictionary catalogs of the Library of Congress to Library of Congress
subject headings. The introduction to this supplement must be studied carefully,
for it particularly outlines a number of significant filing changes; e.g., abbreviations "no longer are necessarily filed at the beginning of the alphabet, but rather
as if they were words," with the typical result that "St." will now be found (by the
"elect" who know the rules) "immediately before Su" instead of filing as if it were
spelled out: S-a-i-n-t. Further, to facilitate computer-handling, "explicit dates"
have been added to chronological forms previously expressed without numerals; e.g.,
ROME--HISTORY--ABORIGINAL AND EARLY PERIOD thus becomes ROME--HISTORY--TO 510 B.C.

*

So much for the title and prefatory data. The subsequent 48 pages reveal no startling departures in the rubrics themselves. In Yin-Yang fashion, here are what seem
the principal pluses and minuses. Plus: Assignment of --CITIZEN PARTICIPATION and
--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS as subdivisions under relevant primary topics; e.g., REGIONAL
PLANNING--CITIZEN PARTICIPATION (p. 37) and ATOMIC POWER PLANTS--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
(p. 4). Innovation of FANTASTIC LITERATURE (p. 15) and MEN CONSUMERS (p. 28). Helpful cross-references from "Classes, social" and "Stratification, social" to SOCIAL
CLASSES (p. 41). And the commendable replacement of "Women as lawyers" with WOMEN
LAWYERS (p. 47), although the abandoned form tenaciously remains as an "x" referent.
Minus: Introduction of BOER STUDENTS (p. 5) instead of the correct, contemporary
AFRIKANER STUDENTS. New cross-references from "Child rearing" to CHILDREN--MANAGEMENT
(p. 8), the former phrase being overwhelmingly preferable to the established one, and
from "Anti-poverty programs" to ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE, DOMESTIC, the active rubric
easily qualifying as far more awkward and unfindable than the "see"-form. Institution of BUDDHIST NUNS (p. 31), unexceptionable in itself, but with a "see also"
reference made to this construction from NUNS, which was not--as fairness and
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consistency would seem to demand--transmuted into CHRISTIAN NUNS, the unmodified
term thus being reserved for mw.ti-faith material. Continuation of the "as"
bias in forms like PRISONERS AS ARTISTS and PRISONERS AS AUTHORS (p. 36), instead
of accepting the wholly unobjectionable alternative forms, PRISONER ARTISTS and
PRISONER AUTHORS, which in no way reduce or inhibit catalog-access. A belated
"see"-reference from "Race relations" to RACE PROBLEMS (p. 37), which still
fails to acknowledge that race relations do not invariably involve problems
and that a reversal of the two terms would represent greater accuracy and
current usage. The creation, on p. 47, of WAGOGO (AFRICAN PEOPLE), without
any cross-reference whatever, despite the fact that the "Wa" constitutes a
common African prefix and the people in question are more commonly called "Gago"
in the literature (cf., e.g., Subject headings employed at the Makerere Institute
of Social Research Library:~ select list, June 1972, p. 45).
--Wendlinger, Robert M. and Lucille Matthews: "How to eliminate sexist language
from your organization's writing: some guidelines for the manager and supervisor,"
in Dorothy Jongeward and Dru Scott, Affirmative action for women:~ practical guide
(Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1973), p. 309-20. The authors first examine what
"sexist language" is and then furnish "fifteen guidelines for writers," including
numerous examples of "biased" and "recast" phraseology, together with four
practical exercises. Among the "guidelines" most relevant to cataloging:

t Use the genderless "one,

11

"person,"

11

individuals."

.. Wherever possible, find up-to-date substitutions for words with "-man"
., or "man-" suffix or prefix .
• Omit the use of the word "girl. 11
.Eliminate courtesy titles when you do not know whether a person's
preference ... is Miss, Mrs. or Ms.
Buttressing the argument that words do affect social and economic life, Wendlinger
and Matthews state that "those who have studied the rise of language will find it
difficult to disagree with the women activists who have claimed that:
[>'the very fabric of our language reinforces male supremacy,'

t>

'it is unjust to be forced to think in a language that denies
or limits human existence,' and that

'our-present language enforces both male chauvinism and female
[> inferiority.'
"It seems clear," they conclude, "that efforts to diminish the use of male pronouns
in job-related matters will be an important step toward eradicating discriminatory
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attitudes toward women, and in ~ncouraging women to explore their own nonstereotyped potentials. Most important, relatively simple changes in our
language habits could profoundly improve day-to-day transactions between men
and women. ''

a•••••••••••••••••••••=••••••cJ1

Criticism, comments, reviews, and suggestions are warmly invited. Our address:
Cataloging Section, Technical Services Division, Hennepin County Library, 7001 York
Avenue South, Edina, Minnesota 55435.

*

Bulletin contents are regularly listed in CALL (Current awareness--librarx literature)
published bi-monthly by Goldstein Associates, 35 Whittemore Road, Framingham, Mass.
01701.

*
*

LC card-no.:

73-93802

Subscription rates (outside the Hennepin County Library system}: $5.00 p.a./
institutions, $3/individuals. Checks should be made out to "Hennepin County
Library" and orders--using the form below--sent to The Secretary, Technical
Services Division, Hennepin County Library, 7001 York Avenue South, Edina,
Minnesota 55435.

PLEASE ENTER A ONE-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION (SIX
ISSUES} TO THE HCL CATALOGING BULLETIN
Name/Institution
Street address

-----------------------

City

------------ State-------- Zip-----

Amount enclosed:

◊NOTE:
Editor:
Typist:

$

------

Exchanges can be arranged with other library publications.
Sanford Berman
Jean Ranisate
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AFRO-AMERICANESE

New cross-reference to AFRO-AMERICANS-LANGUAGE, AFRO-ENGLISH DIALECTS; cited in
Barnhart dictionary, p. 33-4.

AFRO-AMERICANS--NORTHERN
STATES

New subhead; assigned, e.g. (with further subdivisions, --HISTORY--SOURCES), to D. Sterling's
Speak out in thunder tones; letters and other
writings~ Black northerners, 1787-l.!lli.2, (1973).

AGRICULTURE, TRADITIONAL

New, replacing "Agriculture, primitive"; crossreferenced from "Agriculture, 'Primitive,"'
"'Primitive' agriculture," "Traditional agriculture";
assigned, e.g., to L. Weisgard's ~ long ago;
the first farmers in the New Stone age (1966).

-----

t

AIRCRAFT HIJACKING/
SKYJACKING

New cross-references to HIJACKING OF AIRCRAFT;
sole LCSH x-reference:"Seizure of aircraft in
transit"!

ALTERNATIVE EDUCATIONAL
GUIDANCE

New; cross-referenced from "Educational guidance,
alternative"; assigned, e.g., to Guidance Associates'
1971 kit, Different ways to ~ to college.

ANGLO-SAXONIZATION

New; assigned, e.g., to W. T. Stead's Americanization of the world (1902, reprinted 1972).

ANIMATED FILMS AND
ANIMATION

New; cross-referenced from "Film animation,"
"Moving-picture animation"; sa-references made to
MOVING-PICTURE CARTOONS and from CINEMATOGRAPHY;
. '
assigned, e.g., to Young Filmmakers Foundations
Young animators and their discoveries (1973).

--

t

ANTI-ART/NEO-DADAISM

New cross-references to ART, ALTERNATIVE [#4, p. 13];
cited in Barnhart dictionary, p. 42.

ANTIQUE AUTOMOBILES

New; c~oss-referenced from "Automob i' l es, an t 'ique II ;
sa-reference made from AUTOMOBILES--COLLECTORS AND
COLLECTING; assigned, e.g., to A. Bird's Antique
automobiles (1967).

ANTIQUE DEALERS

New; assigned, e.g. (with --DIRECTORIES subhead),
to International directory o f ~ -

APOLOGETICS--EARLY
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

New subhead, replacing --EARLY CHURCH; assigned,
e.g., to Q. S. F. Tertulliamus' Tertullian apology ...
(1966, i.e. 1931).
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL THEFTS

New; "see also" reference introduced from
ART THEFTS; assigned, e.g., to K. E. Meyer's
Plundered past (1973).

ART BOOKSELLERS AND
BOOKSELLING

New; cross-referenced from "Booksellers and
bookselling, art"; assigned, e.g., to
International directory of arts.

ART SWINDLERS AND SWINDLING

New; "see also" reference introduced from
SWINDLERS AND SWINDLING; assigned, e.~to
above-noted Meyer title.

AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS
--CATALOGING

New cross-reference to CATALOGING OF AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS.

AUNTS AND UNCLES

New; cross-referenced from "Uncles and aunts";
assigned, e.g. (with --FICTION subhead), to
S. Pevsner' s Call me Heller, that'~ !!!Y.. name
Cl.973).

AUTOMOBILES, FUTURISTIC

New; cross-referenced from "Futuristic automobiles";
assigned, e.g., to I. Stambler's Unusual automobiles
of today and tomorrow (1972), as well as J. Jackson
and W. Perlmutter's Endless pavement (1973).

BANDY, BARTHOLOMEW

New; cross-referenced from "Bartholomew Bandy";
assigned, e.g. (with -- FICTION subhead), to
D. L. Jack's Three cheers for me and That's me
-------in the middle (both 1973).

BARGELLO EMBROIDERY

New; cross-referenced from "Flame stitch,"
"Florentine stitch," "Hungarian point";
authority: "Glossary," McCall's needlework
treasury (1964), p. 383; assigned, e.g., to
M. Silverstein's Bargello plus (1973).

BELLY DANCING

New; LC form: BELLY DANCE; "see also" references
made from BODY AWARENESS, EXERCISE, NATURAL CHILDBIRTH; assigned, e.g., to J. R. Mishkin & M. Schill 1S
Compleat belly dancer (1973); authority for crossreferences: "A new twist to belly dancing," McCall'!,
v. 101, no. 6 (March 1974), p. 41, which states, in
part; that "Women all over the country are crowding
classes in ... belly dancing. It's not only great
exercise, but ... makes them feel good about th ems elveS•
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Women who become adept at it find they're more
aware of--and satisfied with--their bodies ...
Doctors find that women who belly dance have
an easier time with childbirth and suffer less
from pelvic congestion. (Breathing techniques
used in belly dancing make excellent exercises
for natural-childbirth preparation.)"

BHARAT

New cross-reference to INDIA; authority: ChuiChun Lee, "A preliminary list of geographic
subject headings for Asian countries," Library
resources & technical services, v. 17, no. 4
(Fall 1973), p. 409.

BIG BAND MUSIC

New cross-reference to DANCE-ORCHESTRA MUSIC.

BIRD SOUNDS AND CALLS

New; cross-referenced from "Bird calls"; sareference made to BIRD-SONG; assigned, e.g.,
to A. A. Allen'sDawn in a duckblind.

BIRTH DEFECTS/CHILDBIRTH
DEFECTS/DEFECTS, BIRTH

New cross-references to BIRTH INJURIES.

BLACK STUDIES

New; "see also" reference made from ETHNIC
STUDIES, as well as both from and to AFRICAN
STUDIES and AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES;assigned,
e.g. (with --ADDRESSES, ESSAYS, LECTURES
subhead), to annual Amistad; writings on
Black history and culture.

tBLUE JEANS

t

Remarks

New; cross-referenced from "Jeans," "Levis";
sa-reference made from DENIM GARMENTS (introduced below); assigned, e.g., to E. Harlow's
Jeans scene (1973).

BOBBIN LACE

New; appears as "Bobbin laces" in DDC 18
"Relative index," p. 1740; "see also" reference introduced from LACE AND LACE MAKING;
assigned, e.g., to K. Kliot's Bobbin lace (1973).

BODY LANGUAGE

New; "see also" reference made from NON-VERBAL
COMMUNICATION; defined in Barnhartdictionary,
p. 68-9; assigned, e.g., to F. Davis' Inside
intuition; what we know about nonverbal communication (1973-Y:- which includes chapters
titled "The body is the message," "The human
face," "What the eyes tell," and "Interpreting
postures."
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BOLITHO, RICHARD

New; cross-referenced from "Richard Bolitho";
assigned, e.g. (with --FICTION subhead) to
A. Kent's Command~ king'~ ship (1974, cl973).

BUFFY-FORSON COASTER

New; assigned, e.g., to P. and M. Stevenson's
Buffy-Parson; ~ car you can build and drive
(1973) •

BURAKUMIN

New, replacing ETA; cross-referenced from
"'Eta' (Japanese Outcastes)"; abandoned form,
still active in LCSH, "actually means 'full of
filth,'" but the people once so labelled are
"neutrally termed" Burakumin "both by themselves
and others today"; authority: George A. DeVos,
Japan'~ outcastes (London: Minority Rights Group,
1971), p. 4.

C & W MUSIC

New cross-reference to COUNTRY MUSIC; cited in
Barnhart dictionary,p. 81.

CBD'S

New cross-reference to CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICTS.

CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOKS

New scope-note: "Here are entered Medal-winning
titles in the HCL collection."

CALDECOTT MEDAL BOOKS
--HISTORY AND CRITICISM

New subhead; assigned, e.g., to I. Smith's History
of the Newbery and Caldecott medals (1957).

CAMPAIGN FUNDS

New cross-reference to ELECTIONS--CAMPAIGN FUNDS.

CHILDREN AND RELIGION

New; cross-referenced from "Religion and children";
sa-reference made to CHILDREN--RELIGIOUS LIFE;
assigned, e.g., toS. M. Joseph's Children in fear
(1974), which includes chapter titled "Religio~
Does God punish little kids for being Bad?"

CHILDREN'S GAMES

New cross-reference to GAMES.

CHILDREN'S MUSIC

New; cross-referenced from "Music for children."

CHILDREN'S WRITINGS,
SWAZI

New; cross-referenced from "Swazi children's
assigned, e.g., to K. Koch's Rose, where did
that red? (1973), which includes "Some poems
Swaziland" written by students at St. Mary's
School.

writings
you £et
from
Secondary
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CHINESE FOLK-LORE

New cross-reference to FOLK-LORE, CHINESE,
implementing suggestion made in note under
Carpenter-entry, HCL Cataloging bulletin #5,
p. 29.

CHRISTIAN CHURCH MANAGEMENT

New; cross-referenced from "Church management,
Christian"; assigned, e.g., to R. K. Hudnut's
Arousing the sleeping giant; how to organize
your church for action (1973); unmodified
form, CHURCH MANAGEMENT, to be applied only
to works not limited in scope to one faith .

• CHRISTIANITY AND WOMEN

New; cross-referenced from "Women and Christianity";
assigned, e.g., to M. Daly's Beyond God the Father:
toward~ philosophy of women'~ liberation (1973) .

• CIVICS, AMERICAN

New, replacing unmodified "Civics," to which new
form had previously been a "see"-reference; crossreferenced from "American civics."

CLEFT LIP

New, though inactive, replacing HARELIP; crossreferenced from "Hairlip," "Harelip."

CLOTHING AND DRESS
DECORATION

New; assigned, e.g., to above-noted Harlow title,
which--according to a jacket-note--contains
"hundreds of great new ideas for decorating
jeans and jackets."

COASTING (CARS)

New; assigned, e.g., to above-noted Stevenson
title.

CODES AND CIPHERS/
SECRET CODES

New cross-references to CIPHERS.

COLD WAR

New; active Alternative Press Centre form (cf.
1973 Subject heading list for publications,~- 14);
defined in 1966 unabridged Random House dictionary
of the English language, p. 288; "Cold Warrior"
cited in Barnhart dictionary, p. 96; assigned, e.g.,
to H. A. Wallace's Price of vision (1973), R, J.
Walton's Cold war and counterrevolution (1972),
and H. L. Trefousse's Cold war; a book of documents
(1965).
---- ----

COLLEGE FROSH

New, replacing COLLEGE FRESHMEN; cross-referenced
from "College 'Freshmen,'" "'Freshmen,' College,"
"Frosh, College"; sa-reference made from COLLEGE
STUDENTS.
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COLUMBUS, CHRISTOPHER,
1451-1506--JEWISH
ANCESTRY (ALLEGED)

New subhead; assigned, e.g., to S. Wiesenthal's
Sails of hope; the secret mission of Christopher
Columbus (1973).

COMIC ROUTINES

New; sa-references introduced from COMEDY, WIT
AND HUMOR; assigned, e.g., to G.°carlin's 1972
audio cassette, FM£ AM .

• COMMITTEE TO RE-ELECT THE
PRESIDENT (1972 CAMPAIGN)

New; cross-referenced from "CREEP," "CRP";
assigned, e.g., to Watergate hearings: break-in
and cover-~ (1973).

CONNECTICUT--POLITICS
AND GOVERNMENT--1971-

Chronological subhead new, representing first
year of current Governor's administration;
assigned, e.g., to T. Moffett's Nobody'~ business;
the political intruder•~ guide to everyone'~ state
legislature (1973).

CONSUMER CREDIT AND
CIVIL RIGHTS

New; cross-referenced from "Civil rights and
consumer credit"; assigned, e.g., to W. Severn's
Right to privacy (1973), which includes chapter
on "Privacy and credit."

.CONVERTS TO CHRISTIANITY
FROM JUDAISM

New, replacing "Converts from Judaism"; crossreferenced from "Jewish converts to Christianity";
assigned, e.g., to J. Prinz's Secret Jews (1973) .

• COOKERY, CASSEROLE

New, replacing CASSEROLE RECEIPTS; cross-referenced
from "Casserole cookery."

COOKERY (FRESH FOODS)

New; cross-referenced from "Fresh foods cookery";
assigned, e.g., to P. Meyers' Seasonal kitchen; a
return to fresh foods (1973).

COOKING/CUISINE

New cross-references to COOKERY.

CREATION MYTHS

New; "see also" reference made from MYTHOLOGY.

CREATION MYTHS, AMERINDIAN

New; cross-referenced from "Amerindian creation
myths"; sa-reference made from INDIANS OF NORTH
AMERICA--RELIGION AND MYTHOLOGY; assigned, e.g.,
to B. Baker's At the center of the world; based
on Papago and Pima myths (1973)-.-

• CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM

New; assigned, e.g. (with --UNITED STATES subhead),
to W. F. Buckley's Four reforms;~ program for the
?O's (1973).
--
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CROOK, ARTHUR

New; cross-referenced from "Arthur Crook";
assigned, e.g. (with --FICTION subhead), to
L.B. Malleson's Nice little killing (1973).

CUPS, MUSTACHE/
NAPOLEANS AND SAUCERS

New cross-references to MUSTACHE CUPS.

.. CYCLES , MENSTRUAL/
lf"PERIODS, MENSTRUAL

New cross-references to MENSTRUATION.

CZECH-AMERICANS

New; cross-referenced from "Bohemian-Americans,"
"Czechoslovak-Americans"; assigned, e.g., to
T. Capek's Cechs (Bohemians) in America (1920).

DOD

New cross-reference to UNITED STATES. DEPARTMENT
OF DEFENSE; authority: Barnhart dictionary, p. 133.

DATA BANKS

New cross-reference to DATA LIBRARIES.

DATA LIBRARIES AND CIVIL
RIGHTS

New; cross-referenced from "Civil rights and
data libraries"; assigned, e.g., to above-noted
Severn title •

• DENIM GARMENTS

New; "see also" reference made to BLUE JEANS
(introduced above); assigned, e-:i., to earliernoted Harlow title.

DESERTERS

New.

DESERTERS, JAPANESE

New; cross-referenced from "Japanese deserters";
assigned, e.g. (with --FICTION subhead), to
S. Yuiki's Gunhi hatameku shitani (1970).

DESTRUCTIVENESS (PSYCHOLOGY)

New cross-reference to AGGRESSIVENESS (PSYCHOLOGY).

.DISGUISES

•

Remarks

New; "see also" reference made from COSTUME;
assigned, e.g., to L. Glovach'sLittle witch's
black magic book of disguises (1973).

DOWNHILL CAR RACING AND
RACERS

New; cross-referenced from "Car racing and racers,
Downhill"; assigned, e.g., to above-noted Stevenson
title .

DOWN'S SYNDROME

New; replacing "Mongolism"; cross-referenced from
abandoned form (enclosed in quote-marks); authority:
Barnhart dictionary, p. 136-37.
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DRAMATISTS, WOMEN/
PLAYWRIGHTS, WOMEN/
WOMEN PLAYWRIGHTS

New cross-references to WOMEN DRAMATISTS.

tt DYSTOPIAS

ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE,
DOMESTIC

New; "see also" references made from and to
UTOPIAS; defined in Barnhart dictionary, p. 141-42; assigned, e.g. (with --FICTION
subhead), to G. R. Dickson's R-Master (197~),
A. Huxley's Brave new world (1946), and
G. Orwell's Nineteer1eighty-four (1949).
New cross-reference to ANTI-POVERTY PROGRAMS,
which appears in LCSHJan./Mar. 1973 supplement,
p. 2, as an "x"-referent to "Economic assistance,
domestic"; HCL primary-form introduced in
Cataloging bulletin #4, p. 13; "Antipoverty"
defined in Barnhart dictionary, p. 43.

»EDUCATIONAL REFORM

New; assigned, e.g., to M. Montessori's From
childhood to adolescence (1973).

ENTERTAINMENTS

New "see also" reference made to CHARADES and
"see"-reference introduced from"Skits."

ERECH (SUMERIAN CITY)

New; cross-referenced from "Uruk (Sumerian City)";
authority for primary and variant forms: Webster's
new geographical dictionary (Springfield, Mass.: G. & C. Merriam, 1972), p. 374; assigned, e.g., to
D. J. Hamblin's First cities (1973), which includes
chapter on "The metropolis of Uruk. 11

~ ETHNIC MUSIC

EUROPEAN COOKERY
. . EX-CONVICTS

EXOBIOLOGY

New; assigned, e.g. (with --BIBLIOGRAPHY subhead),
to Chicorel bibliography to books on music and
musicians (1974), which includes "Ethnic music"
listing.
New cross-reference to COOKERY, EUROPEAN.
New; assigned, e.g. (with --CORRESPONDENCE,
REMINISCENCES, ETC. subhead), to H. Charriere's
Banco; the further adventures of Papillon (1973)
and (with --INTERVIEWS subhead) "To ~ brother
who did a crime ... " (1973).
New cross-reference to SPACE BIOLOGY; defined in
Barnhart dictionary, p. 159.
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r\ FEMALE CYCLES/

L( WOMEN' S

New cross-references to MENOPAUSE, MENSTRUATION.

CYCLES

FEMINISM AND EDUCATION

New; cross-referenced from "Education and Feminism";
assigned, e.g., to N. Frazier. and M. Sadker's Sexism
in school and society (1973).

FILM MUSIC/MOVIE MUSIC

New cross-references to MOVING-PICTURE MUSIC.

I

FOLK-LORE, DAUPHIJfE/
LEGENDS, DAUPHINf

New; cross-referenced, respectively, from "Dauphin:
folk-lore" and "Dauphin! legends"; assigned, e.g.,
to L. Bosquet's Contes et legendes du Dauphin!
(1971, cl963).

FOLK-LORE, ZAIREAN

New; cross-referenced from "Congolese folk-lore,"
"Folk-lore, Congolese," "Zairean folk-lore."

FROG SOUNDS

New; assigned, e.g., to phonodisc, Music and
bird songs.

FUTURE STUDIES/
FUTURISTICS/
FUTUROLOGY

New cross-references to FUTURISM.

FUTURISM AND EDUCATION

New; cross-referenced from "Education and futurism";
assigned, e.g., to A. Toffler's anthology, Learning
for tomorrow; the role of the future in education
(1974).

- - --- -- - -

GENIUS AND INSANITY

Deleted as "see" reference to GENIUS and INSANITY.

GIRLS, AMERINDIAN

New; cross-referenced from "American Indian girls,"
"Amerindian
girls," "Native American girls";
assigned, e.g. (with --FICTION subhead), to S. O'Dell's
Island of the Blue Dolphins (1960).

[)GIRLS, INUIT
GRAND OPERAS

New; cross-referenced from "Inuit girls"; assigned,
e.g., to J. C. George's Julie of the wolves (1972).
New cross-reference to OPERAS; for a brief discussion
of both primary forrn;-and cross-references in this
sphere, the author arguing for MUSIC DRAMAS to denote
Wagnerian-type opera and preferring direct to inverted
entries, but strangely ignoring OPERETTAS as either an
alternative or referent to OPERAS, LIGHT, cf. J. L.
Horner's Special cataloging (Hamden, Conn.: Linnet
Books, 1973), p. 69.
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GROTESQUE TALES

New; cross-referenced from "Disgusting tales,"
"Loathesome tales," "Revolting tales," "Yukky
tales"; assigned, e.g., to G. Mendoza's GWOT!
horribly funny hairticklers (1967).

GUINEA-BISSAU

New, though not yet active, replacing GUINEA,
PORTUGUESE; to be cross-referenced from "Guinea,
'Portuguese,'" "'Portuguese' Guinea"; Republic
of Guinea-Bissau proclaimed 9-24-73 in Boe Region
by 120 elected members of National Popular Assembly;
new state currently recognized by 75 countries;
Portuguese "illegal occupation" denounced by UN
General Assembly, 93-7; authorities: various
documents issued Feb. 1974 by the Committee to
Support the Republic of Guinea-Bissau (164 Madison
Ave., 2d Floor, NYC 10016); George M. Houser, "The
birth of Guinea-Bissau," Christian century, v. 90,
no. 39 (Oct. 31, 1973), p. 1069-70; UN monthly
chronicle, v. 10, no. 11 (Dec. 1973), p. 12-13.

HAIR (ROCK OPERA)

New; assigned, e.g., to L. Davis and R. Gallagher's
Letting down !!!Y._ hair; two years with the Love Rock
Tribe •.. (1973).

HEX SIGNS AND SYMBOLS

New; cross-referenced from "Hexology"; sa-references
introduced from SIGNS AND SYMBOLS, SPELLS, SUPERSTITION, WITCHCRAFT IN ART; assigned, e.g., to
J. G. Zook's Hexology; the history and meanings
of hex signs (1962).

HOLIDAY COSTUMES

New; "see also" reference made from COSTUME; assigned,
e.g., to above-noted Glovach title.

tHOUSING, LOW-INCOME

ICE-BOATS AND ICEBOATING

. . . INDIAN RESISTANCE AND
.,.REVOLTS

New; cross-referenced from "Low-income housing";
appears in LSCH as x-reference to HOUSING; assigned,
e.g. (with --UNITED-STATES subhead), to A. Downs'
Opening~ the suburbs; an urban strategy for
America (1973).

New, replacing ICE-BOATS; assigned, e.g., to G. C.
Siposs' Landsailing (1973), which includes "Iceboating chapter" and "Ice Yacht club directory."
New; "see also" reference made from INDIANS-GOVERNMENT RELATIONS; assigned,~. (with --NORTH
AMERICA subhead), to F. B. Folsom's Red Power on
the Rio Grande; the Native American revolutionof
1680(1973).

